
Neiphiu Rio and Chingwang Konyak at Ahthibung on Feb. 15.
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Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
The chief ministerial can-
didate of the Nationalist 
Democratic Progressive 
Party (NDPP) Neiphiu Rio 
on Thur. unleashed criti-
cism upon Chief Minister 
TR Zeliang and his govern-
ment’s apparent lack of 
vision and governance to 
the detriment of Nagaland 
in the past four years, ac-
cording to a press release 
from the party. 

Addressing mammoth 
gatherings in Peren district 
including at Tening, Peren, 
Athibung and Jalukie, Rio 
exuded confidence that 
the NDPP-Bharatiya Ja-
nata Party (BJP) alliance 
would come to power by 
absolute majority. He said 
that the BJP favoured the 
NDPP as it had lost confi-
dence in the leadership of 

“We have not aligned with the BJP to convert but to protect our rights as enshrined in Article 371 (A)”
Rio rips into Zeliang on CM's home turf Jamir accused of 

violating protocol

JD (U) denies NPF alliance 

NPF will continue to lead – Zeliang
Govt. told to be ‘fearless and unbiased’ to ensure fair polls 
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Sunsets are so beautiful 
that they almost seem 
as if we were looking 
through the gates of 

Heaven.

~ John Lubbock
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This is not for election... The 
saab simply wishes to return 
the public laga money back 

to the public...

~ Arien
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TR Zeliang although the 
BJP had been in alliance 
with the Naga People's 
Ffront (NPF) for the past 15 
years. Zeliang's tumultu-
ous tenures in office were 
riddled by massive corrup-

tion, instability, misman-
agement, and propaganda 
which severely damaged 
the prospects of the NPF. 

“Leadership should 
be visionary, strong and 
should keep its commit-

ment with the people. 
His (Zeliang’s) leadership 
is without vision, and he 
leads from behind instead 
of from the front,” Rio 
said. 

The Loka Sabha mem-
ber recalled his resigning 
as Home minister in 2002, 
and reviving the regional 
party in the form of the 
NPF, and contesting the 
general assembly elections 
in 2003 under the regional 
banner. Rio revealed that 
although Zeliang was re-
peatedly invited to join 
the NPF back then, the 
latter 'could not muster 
the courage to join hands' 
with the NPF. 

Rio went on to say that 
Zeliang joined the NPF 
only when the NPF-led 
DAN government decided 
to fulfil a long-cherished 

demand—upgrading Per-
en sub-division to a full-
fledged district. He was ac-
commodated as a cabinet 
minister, and later sent to 
the Parliament as Rajya 
Sabha member. However, 
Zeliang wanted to return 
to state politics, and was 
again accommodated as a 
cabinet minister.

Coming down heavily 
on Zeliang’s 'poor leader-
ship qualities,' Rio said 
that after his leaving for 
Delhi as Member of Par-
liament (Lok Sabha), Ze-
liang’s leadership brought 
immense embarrassment 
to the Naga people 'which 
is known to everyone.' 

According to Rio, Ze-
liang’s biggest lie to the 
people was his education-
al qualification. 

More on Page  5

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Feb. 15 (EMN): Chief 
Election Commissioner (CEC) OP 
Rawat, who is on a two-day visit 
to review the poll preparedness 
in Nagaland, has directed the 
Nagaland state administration to 
be ‘fearless and unbiased’ in en-
suring a free, fair and transparent 
election. 

Addressing a press conference 
at Hotel Japfü, Rawat spoke about 
the commission’s assessment. He 
and a team of seven top-ranking 
officials from the Election Com-
mission of India (EC) held meet-

ings with the state administration 
and representatives of all the po-
litical parties during the visit. 
Undue influence by councils, 
religious platforms
The CEC said some political par-
ties have demanded that steps 
should be taken to prevent undue 
influence on voters by village 
councils in some areas. Rawat said 
the Nagaland home commission-
er has outlined steps to be under-
taken to ensure all the candidates 
have free access to campaigning. 

“Village councils will be im-
pressed upon that they need not 

take law into their own hands,” he 
said. With regard to election relat-
ed violence reported from Wokha 
and Mokokchung districts, Rawat 
assured that necessary instruc-
tions will be given to the DEOs 
and SPs to take proactive steps in 
all such cases. 

“It is the ECI’s declared objec-
tive that no private individual 
should be harassed by way of 
property defacement or any such 
activity,” he said. So far, 14 cases 
have been registered in connec-
tion with election-related clashes. 

He also pointed out that po-

litical parties have raised concern 
over use of religious platforms to 
influence voters. Another concern, 
he said, was the abuse of money.

“The Commission has given 
directions to the state election 
machinery to ensure effective 
monitoring and vigilance, com-
prehensive planning at all levels 
to address the concern of the po-
litical parties and instil confidence 
in the voters for the exercise their 
franchise without fear, coercion, 
intimidation or inducement,” 
Rawat stated.

More on Page 5

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
The governor of Odisha 
Dr. SC Jamir has been 
accused of engaging in 
state politics by way of 
campaigning for candi-
dates of the Indian Na-
tional Congress (INC) 
and the Naga People’s 
Front (NPF) in Mokokc-
hung district. 

Two political parties–

the Nationalist Demo-
cratic Progressive Party 
(NDPP) and the Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP)–have 
lodged separate com-
plaints with the chief 
electoral officer (CEO) 
of Nagaland informing 
him of Jamir’s alleged 
political campaigning in 
the district.   

More on Page 5    

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): The Nagaland unit of the 
Janata Dal (United) has refuted “without any hesita-
tion" the claim made by Chief Minister TR Zeliang 
that the Naga People’s Front had forged a pre-poll 
alliance with the JD (U).

A statement from the JD (U) on Thu. stated that 
Zeliang’s claim does not hold any truth as there has 
been no such agreement till date. The party intends 
to go alone in the forthcoming elections, it asserted. 

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): Chief Minister TR Zeliang 
on Thu. claimed that the Naga People’s Front (NPF) 
will be forming the next government because it was 
the ‘oldest and longest surviving regional party’ in 
the Northeast, according to a press release from the 
party. Zeliang made the statement during an election 
campaign at Tuensang town.  

The chief minister, according to the press release, 
claimed that the NPF “had led the Nagas in the past, it 
is leading the Nagas today and it will continue to lead 
the Nagas in the future.” He likened the Nationalist 
Democratic Progressive Party (NDPP) to an ‘unrec-
ognised village.’ Referring to the 20:40 seat-sharing 
alliance between the NDPP and the Bharatiya Janata 
Party, Zeliang claimed that seat arrangement in Naga-
land was 'impractical.' The chief minister addressed 
a campaign at Noklak town also where he reportedly 
said that the NPF without ‘troublemakers’ can now 
'restore and strengthen the image of the state.' 
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Alonglengden candidates woo 
voters with good governance 

BJP members from Dimapur-III resign 

Imnatiba kicks off election campaign

INTACH hosts ‘Route to 
roots’ poster competition 

Ambulance services during elections Kuda village council notifies

Nuklutoshi gears up for upcoming election

Excise continues liquor prohibition drive

Observers brief micro and sector officials

Dmr. BJP candidate 
holds public meeting

Zhaleo kicks off campaign in Molvom

that stern action would be 
initiated against the erring 
party or individuals, the 
chairman said.

Unlike other colonies 
where only one ‘camp’ 
(Kimen) was allowed per 
candidates, the Dilong 
Ward Council has allowed 
opening of three camps – 
one main camp, a youth 
camp and a women camp 
– in the ward, he said.

S o y a h  c a u t i o n e d 
both party workers to be 
peaceful and not to create 
trouble, especially to the 
students who are busy 
preparing for their exami-
nations.

It may be mentioned 
here that Dilong Ward 
Council resolved to hold 
the ‘common platform 
and mass declaration’ 
through a resolution 
adopted in a ward general 
meeting on Oct. 29 2016. 
The 26 Aonglenden AC 
consists of three villages – 
Ungma, Settsü and Kupza 
and four urban wards and 
altogether there are 16 
polling station where Di-
long ward has nearly 1700 
voters.

Eastern Mirror Desk 
Dimapur, Feb. 15: Altogether 181 BJP of-
fice bearers from 3 Dimapur-III compris-
ing the mandal, yuva morcha, minority 
morcha, ST morcha, mahila morcha and 
kisan morcha led by its mandal president 
Akato Chishi have resigned from primary 
and active membership.

The members have tendered their 
resignation on Feb. 8 in protest against 
the alleged indifferent attitude of the 
party high command in failing to set up 
the party candidate as an outcome of 
the pre-poll seat sharing deal with NDPP.

Speaking to media persons this af-
ternoon, the mandal former president 
Akato Chishi and the former president 
of ST morcha Vekato Zhimo claimed 

that the party has bright prospect in the 
forthcoming election but was eventually 
thwarted following the seat sharing deal 
with NDPP.

The two former leaders also in-
formed that similar instances had hap-
pened elsewhere in other parts of the 
state which subsequently led to dissolv-
ing of the party mandals.

The leaders shared that pre-seat 
sharing deal, BJP had shortlisted 49 
prospective candidates across the state 
and was confident of forming the next 
government. 

With the recent development, the ag-
grieved members from Dimapur-III AC 
have decided to resign from the active 
and primary membership.

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
The ‘Route to roots’ post-
er competition, an all-
India event for school 
students of classes 6-9, 
organised by the Heritage 
Education and Commu-
nication Service (HECS) 
division of INTACH was 
conducted by INTACH 
Nagaland chapter on Feb. 
15, at the Circuit House in 
Dimapur.

The HECS aimed in 
the global mission at pro-
moting the spirit of ap-

preciation, exploration 
and cultural education. 
The host of the event 
updated about the pro-
gramme on Thur.

Altogether 63 stu-
dents from Delhi Public 
School, Christina Memo-
rial Hr. Sec, Bethesda Hr. 
Sec, St. Mary Hr. Sec, the 
Maple Tree School, and 
Christian Hr. Sec partici-
pated in the competition. 

Each student using a 
medium of their choice 
sketched one unique as-

pect of their family, com-
munity, and heritage ac-
companied with a short 
write-up on the subject 
matter.

The all India compe-
tition will throw up 100 
regional winners and ten 
national winners will get 
to go on a trip to New 
Delhi and receive their 
prizes. Trophies will be 
awarded to all regional 
and national winners and 
certificates to all the par-
ticipants, it informed.

Our Correspondent
Mokokchung, Feb. 15 
(EMN): In a move to 
give an equal platform 
to the intending candi-
dates contesting under 
26th Alonglengden as-
sembly constituency, the 
Dilong Ward Council has 
organised a mass declara-
tion programme at Dilong 
Community Hall, on Feb. 
15.

The two candidates – 
Imtikumzuk (NDPP) and 
Toshipokba (NPF) aired 
their visions and party 
manifestoes to the elec-
torates under the norms 
laid down by the ward au-
thority.

Imtikumzuk, while de-
claring his candidature, 
asserted that he will strict-
ly follow clarion called of 
clean election campaign 
initiated by the NBCC and 
ABAM. He has expressed 
desired to serve that peo-
ple ‘both old and young on 
the principle of equality.’

Highlighting the NDPP 
manifesto, he also assured 
providing good govern-
ance to people, women 
empowerment, providing 

Zhaelo Rio speaking at the public meeting in Molvom village on Feb. 15.

Toshipokba of NPF (left) and Imtikumzuk of NDPP (right) shaking hands after the common mass 
declaration programme at the Dilong Community Hall on Feb. 15.

Tovihoto Ayemi addressing the 
public meeting in Dimapur on 
Feb. 15

General observers briefing micro and sector officials at the DC’s conference hall in Dimapur on Feb. 15.

Imnatiba speaking at the election campaign in 
Changtongya on Feb. 15.

adequate basic necessity 
to the people on priority.

Toshipokba also as-
serted that his primary 
focus is providing em-
ployment to the youth. “I 
won’t let the youth to go 
on frustration,” the NPF 
candidate asserted.

He further said that de-
veloping the urban areas 
will be his main priority.

Chairman of the Di-

long ward council, I Tia 
Soyah informed that the 
mass declaration pro-
gramme was initiated in 
order to save time, labour 
and money for the candi-
dates.

Soyah asserted that the 
programme had enabled 
voters in Dilong ward to 
judge the individual ca-
pabilities in casting their 
votes. Further adding that 

both the candidates were 
capable of initiating ac-
tions, he called upon the 
electorates in Dilong ward 
to choose who would best 
represent them in a free 
and fair manner.

Bringing or distribut-
ing intoxicants in the col-
ony, creating violence or 
bringing of ‘outsiders’ on 
the polling day would not 
be tolerated and added 

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): Sitting NPF 
MLA from 22nd Arkakong assembly con-
stituency, Nuklutoshi has organised his 
declaration ceremony at Unger village 
on Feb. 14. Updates from the media cell 
of NPF Mokokchung division informed 
about the event on Thur.

Nuklutoshi, while declaring his can-
didature, sought apology for not being 
able to give back their love and support 
during the past years. He attributed his 
misfortune to series of crisis in which he 
was made to step down. 

The candidate however urged the 
voters not to be swayed by rumours and 
money but to stand firm on the principles 
of the party. He also asked the voters to 
look beyond their grudges against him 
and to vote for the sake of the party and 
its principles.  

He also promised to finish the un-
finished works if the electorate give him 
another chance. Moasangba Jamir, presi-
dent of NPF Mokokchung division, and 
Tangit Imsong, general secretary (Admin) 
spoke on the occasion.

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
In its continuous effort 
to ensure a clean and vi-
olence-free election, the 
Dimapur district Excise 
authority has been car-
rying liquor prohibition 
drive and anti-social ele-
ments. 

On Feb. 15, the Excise 
MVCP duty party led by 
AIE Yangphungrhomo and 
four constables while per-
forming round the clock 

patrol duty seized 45 cases 
of assorted IMFL from a 
place at Fellowship colony 
in Dimapur. 

Superintendent of Ex-
cise & Prohibition T Ari-
long Longkumer informed 
about the seizure on Thur.

One person identified 
as John (27) son of Ram 
Bahadur was arrested in 
this connection and ac-
cordingly penalised under 
the relevant section of the 

NLTP Act of 1989. 
Also the check gate 

duty party at New Field, 
Dimapur under the com-
mand of AIE Lawrence 
from Feb. 8-14th seized 
294 assorted IMFL from 
the inter-state Excise 
check gate, the authority 
informed.

For the stated reason, 
nine persons were said 
to have been booked and 
three vehicles detained 

under the relevant sec-
tions of the NLTP Act of 
1989. 

Search and surveil-
lances have been intensi-
fied at various check posts 
and other sensitive zones 
to prevent illegal traffick-
ing of liquor/ drugs con-
trabands from the across 
the state border in view 
of the ensuing assembly 
election, the press release 
stated.

Our Correspondent
Mokokchung, Feb. 15(EMN): National 
Progressive Party (NPP) candidate from 
22 Arkakong AC, Imnatiba, kicked off his 
election campaign at Changtongya public 
ground.

Delivering his speech, he said the old 
cosmopolitan town of Changtongya was 
in a state of shambles as a result of being 
in the opposition without a winning can-
didate for twenty years. 

Calling the need for a candidate to 
represent them in the state assembly, he 

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
The district election offic-
er of Dimapur and general 
observer held a meeting 
with the micro observ-
ers and sector officers of 
Dimapur district, on Feb. 
15 at the deputy commis-
sioner’s conference hall.

Addressing the meeting, 
general observer for Di-
mapur, Ashwin Kumar Ya-
dav reminded the micro 
observers for presenting 
fair and objective reports 
as independent persons 
stating that their reports 
would be of utmost im-

portance in the election 
process. 

Micro Observers de-
ployed under Dimapur 1, 
2 and 3 assembly constit-
uencies have been asked 
to report to Dr. AK Yadav 
(contact No. 8787527376) 
while micro observers 
for Ghaspani I and II AC 
to general observer Ma-
hadananda Hazirika (con-
tact No. 9435063052). 

The observers briefed 
them on their role and 
duties and advised for 
observing the election 
process minutely at the 

cutting edge level. 
Micro Observers posted 

in multiple booth loca-
tions has to submit re-
ports to each polling 
station, the observers in-
formed. 

Describing them as the 
eyes and ears of the ob-
servers, the micro observ-
ers were asked to be vigi-
lant while observing the 
election process and give 
their reports to a speci-
fied counter, at the end of 
the poll.

During the meeting the 
district election officer of 

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): The Directorate of Health 
&Family Welfare has informed that the ambulance 
services will be available at various health units for any 
medical emergency evacuation.

 Public are requested to contact the toll free number 
102 or nearest ambulance directly for any emergency 
during the forthcoming assembly elections. One may 
also call or SMS to 8413-09- 5255 to report complaints re-
lating to medical services in health units to the grievance 
redressal cell in the directorate, which is available 24x7.

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): Following 
burning down of the barricades by 
miscreants erected by Kuda Youth Club 
(KYC) on two occasions, Kuda Village 
Council (KVC) has decided not to take 
any further responsibility in restricting 
vehicular or pedestrian movement over 
Dhansiri Bridge at Kuda village ‘B’ Khel 
with immediate effect.

The council, in a press release issued 
by its chairman Achubu Meruno and the 
secretary Megovikho Khate, has warned 
the commuters both pedestrians and 
light vehicles that using the bridge for 

passage would be doing so at their own 
risk as notified by the deputy commis-
sioner, Dimapur.

The notification was issued following 
an emergency meeting of the Kuda Vil-
lage Council on Feb. 13. The council re-
viewed the condition of the bridge which 
had suffered some structural damage 
during the last monsoon and remained 
closed to vehicular movement.

Further, the council has expressed 
readiness to cooperate with the district 
administration in connection with the 
safety of the commuters.

 Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
N a t i o n a l i s t  D e m o -
cratic Progressive Party 
(NDPP) candidate from 5 
Ghaspani-II, Zhaleo Rio, 
officially kicked off his 
election campaign from 
Molvom village on Feb. 15.

He was accompanied 
by party leaders and star 
campaigners where dif-
ferent speakers consid-
ered him as the undis-
puted choice to lead the 
constituency at a time 
when unity, develop-
ment, empowerment and 
broad-minded vision are 
needed for the future gen-
eration.

Speaking at the sim-
ple launching ceremony, 
Zhaleo was all praise for 
party leaders and work-
ers alike who have faith-
fully believed in him as 
their leader and pledged to 
strive for holistic develop-
ment of the constituency 
as well as the state. 

Stating that  he is 
a leader for all different 
people groups or tribes, 
Zhaleo stated that there 
are 42 villages in the con-
stituency where all the 
different Naga tribes reside 
apart from other minority 
groups. 

“It is high time we 
change our mindsets to 
show the potentials we 
have, the scope for devel-
opment, our resources 
and skills, etc. to other 
constituencies,” he chal-
lenged. He also hinted that 
Medziphema sub-division 
has all the requisites for 
advanced development 
into ‘Satellite Township’ 
anytime.

Rio minced no words 
to admit that the govern-
ment became anti-peo-
ple in the last five years 
which led to insecurity 
and chaos in all sphere of 
governance. “This finally 
led to division and later, 

emergence of new politi-
cal parties under dynam-
ic, like-minded leaders 
who longed for stability 
and development”, he re-
vealed. He went on to add 
that his party is commit-
ted to usher in all-round 
developmental changes, 
particularly for rural peo-
ple, minorities, students, 
youth and farmers alike. 

He further reminded 
that Naga political issue 
still occupy the top slot 
in the party’s manifesto, 
supported fully in coordi-
nation with GOI and con-
cluded asking for God’s 
guidance and wisdom as 
Nagas venture together in 
progress and unity.

Urging the villagers to 
remain steadfast in order 
to bring about stability 
and development, NDPP 
vice president Miathou 
Krose called upon the peo-
ple to join the winning 
team.

Khekiho Aomi re-
marked that the last gov-
ernment was unstable 
due to leadership crisis 
and because of which, 
Neiphiu Rio had to return 
from the centre to reform 
the house in order again. 
Another senior leader, 
Keviyani Thepa, enlight-
ened the gathering with 
the fact that “politics is 
for development and 
other causes of the peo-
ple whereas religion is 
spiritual” and that people 
should not be confused 
over the matter. 

Ashito Ayemi request-
ed the people to make the 
right decisions and “vote 
for the candidate or party 
who is capable to develop 
the constituency in the 
next phase.”

This was stated in a 
press release issued by 
Thejangukho Yalietsu, 
press secretary of NDPP 
5th Ghaspani-II AC.
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said it was the right time to send a can-
didate from the area and if voted to the 
assembly he will be the voice of the plight 
of the common people regardless of sex, 
creed, tribe or race.

He also appealed and requested the 
gathering of nearly six hundred people 
not to be harsh but be steady in choosing 
their candidates as their vote will have a 
huge impact and determine the future of 
Changtongya area for the next five years.

Sasank Gadrag, state NPP general 
secretary, while endorsing the NPP can-
didate, said a young candidate like Im-
natiba was entering the fray at the right 
time, not only for the area people but for 
the entire Nagas as he was not only a good 
person but the right person. 

Temsu Longkumer, president of NPP 
Mokokchung division, in his speech said 
that NPP was not a right wing party but a 
secular party with Christian background. 
He also assured the gathering that NPP 
party will be part of the ruling govern-
ment even if the party does not form the 
next government.

Short speeches were also delivered by 
Yashila, state mahila president, central 
executive member, NPP; Ricky Ozukum, 
IPR secretary NPP; Tovi Achumi, youth 
working president, NPP; and other area 
village leaders.

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
With five years experi-
ence under his sleeves, a 
confident BJP candidate 
from 1 Dimapur-I Tovi-
hoto Ayemi has sought 
the public support even 
in the forthcoming state 
assembly election say-
ing he is now able to face 
any situation concerning 
the welfare and develop-
ment. This was stated in 
a press release issued by 
the president of BJYM 
Dimapur division, Khek-
ishe Aye.

Ayemi stated this in a 
public meeting held at 
ward no. 22 in Burma 
Camp in Dimapur on 
Feb.15.

“Having a new leader 
would take another five 
years to get trained and 
now that I have a well 
planned roadmap for the 
people, I humbly appeal 

the voters to cast their 
franchise in my favour 
to usher in peace, pros-
perity, development and 
a stable government,” 
Tovihoto entreated.

Also speaking on the 
occasion, state NDPP 
vice president, Lipok 
Pongen, recalled that the 
shaky government dur-
ing the last five years had 
rendered the legislators 
with bad times to prop-
erly work for the people. 
“However, this time with 
a strong NDPP-BJP al-
liance we have a good 
chance to form a strong 
government to properly 
work for the people,” he 
said.

Po n g e n  s a i d  1  D i -
mapur-I constituency 
was fortunate to have a 
clean leader in the per-
son of Ayemi and ap-
pealed the electors to 
join hands and vote him 
to power.

Former DMC council-
lor, Hokuto Zhimo em-
phasised on peaceful 
elections and appealed 
the voters to support 
Tovihoto.

Former DMC council-
lor, Kuhoi Zhimo, sought 
to clarify public miscon-
ception that being a BJP 
member/candidate did 
not mean surrendering 
Christian principles but 
sincerely working for the 
welfare of the public in 
any party mattered.

BJP Dimapur division 
president, Bendang and 
a host of other leaders 
were among those who 
addressed the gathering.

Dimapur, Sushil Kumar 
Patel, demonstrated the 
VVPAT.

Also, in a meeting for 
sector officers, observers 
urged the sector magis-
trates to ensure that poll 
process starts on time, 
conduct of mock poll, 
and also to ensure that 
mock poll certification 
are issued. Importance of 
checking register of voters 
by sector magistrates was 
also emphasised. 

The officers apprised 
the meeting about the 
number of polling sta-
tions under them, status 
of normal and vulnerable 
mapping and availability 
of the basic amenities in-
cluding ramps, electricity 
and water supply as per 
ECI guidelines.

DEO has directed the 
magistrates to ensure for 
proper distribution of 
voter slip and all undis-
tributed voters slip must 
reach the returning of-
ficer’s office.

The officers were also 
made acquainted with the 
poll machines.
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Chozuba Town Hall meeting throws 
in one for unemployment

Poll enforcement update: INR 43 lac among catch

Enforcement, facility and rush as EC lists imperatives

Kevijau residents learn how to 
turn garbage into utility

STATE

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): The rush to 
instate a strong enforcement mecha-
nism, and facilities of governance, 
and access and security  for the elec-
torate for the forthcoming Nagaland 
assembly elections is on. The Election 
Commission of India (EC) has offered 
updates about  what the election 
establishment had been engaged in 
since the polls were announced. 

The state’s election establishment 
issued a press release on Thur. offer-
ing updates about the EC’s observa-
tion and ground assessment during 
its visit to Nagaland. 

‘(The Election) Commission is 
committed to maintain purity of 
elections and to deliver free, fair and 
transparent elections,’ the establish-
ment stated in the press release. 
‘The commission has directed the 
state level and district level election 
machinery to be fearless, unbiased, 
neutral and independent from any 
influence whatsoever.’ 

During the visit, the election com-
missioners met with representatives 
of political parties and noted their 
suggestions about how best to con-
duct free, fair, and peaceful elections, 
the election department stated. 

According to the election depart-

ment, representatives of political 
parties had requested that observers 
sent by the commission to be “more 
proactive and take suitable action on 
the complaints.” 

“Political parties requested to take 
effective action to prevent poll related 
violence. They also wanted that the 
movement of armed cadres should 
be effectively restricted to prevent 
any attempt of intimidation of vot-
ers. Political parties demanded that 
malpractice and misuse of money be 
checked,” the updates stated.

The political parties are said to 
have demanded that steps be taken 
to prevent attempts to exert undue 
influence on voters by village coun-
cils in some areas.  
Money, money, money & the conduct 
code

Further, political parties have 
demanded strict implementation 
of the MCC during the forthcoming 
elections, the press release stated. 
Some of the parties are stated to have 
informed about the use of “religious 
platforms to influence voters,” for 
which they have requested taking 
appropriate action.  

Likewise, the parties “demanded” 
that “malpractice” and “misuse of 

money” be “checked,” the press re-
lease informed.  

The commission was stated to 
have directed the state’s election ma-
chinery to ensure effective monitor-
ing and vigilance. They were directed 
to comprehensively plan at all levels 
to address the concerns of political 
parties and instill confidence in the 
voters to enable them to exercise 
their franchise without fear, coercion, 
intimidation, or inducement. 
Law and order: Security

The state’s administration and 
police have been asked to take steps 
to tone up the security and law and 
order environment and preventive 
steps be taken, the press release 
stated. 

General and police observers 
have been deployed in the state to 
monitor all activities and advise the 
administration to take suitable ac-
tion. The contact numbers of these 
observers have been made avail-
able to the public, the establishment 
stated. 

Further, it was informed that cen-
tral armed police forces (CAPF) had 
been deployed for confidence build-
ing measures. The EC has directed 
that CAPF vehicles must have proper 

signage and public address system.
Some of the facilities: 
•	 Provision	for	air	ambulances	has	

been made for quick evacuation in 
case of any exigencies.

•	 The	commission	has	directed	for	
strict implementation of ceasefire 
ground rules so that the movement 
of armed cadres is curbed in the 
interest of free and fair election.

•	 The	commission	has	ordered		strict	
vigil at the international border 
with Myanmar by the Assam Rifles 
so as to curb the movement of the 
armed cadres from across the bor-
ders.

•	 Police	have	been	directed	to	con-
tinue identifying and taking ac-
tion against all identified trouble-
mongers / antisocial elements / 
bad characters so as to not allow 
anyone to vitiate the election proc-
ess.

•	 All	the	police	check	posts	across	
the state are under webcasting / 
videography 24x7 for the entire 
period during the election.

Information technology initiatives:
The commission has been suc-

cessfully utilizing Information Tech-
nology-based applications to ensure 

efficient and effective monitoring of 
the election processes and redress for 
public grievances.
Samadhan: Public Grievance Redress 
and Monitoring System

A comprehensive, robust and 
reliable Public Grievance Redress 
System has been developed to pro-
vide a common platform for all com-
plaints, grievances, concerns and 
suggestions lodged by any member 
of the public, including our various 
stakeholders like political parties, 
candidates, civil society groups etc. A 
citizen has the multi-modal facility to 
lodge any election-related complaint 
via bouquet of channels/sources 
like Website, Email, letter, fax, SMS, 
Call-centre (Call-center Number is 
‘’1950’’) etc. 
Suvidha: Single Window Permission 
System

A single window system has been 
instituted to giving election-related 
permissions and clearances within 
24 hours. In this system, candidates 
and political parties can apply for 
permissions for meetings, rallies, 
vehicles, temporary election office, 
loudspeakers etc at a single location, 
where back-end convergence of vari-
ous authorities / departments has 

been done. 
Sugam: Vehicle Management 

System
It is an IT-based Vehicle Manage-

ment System with the facility of issu-
ance of requisition letters for vehicles, 
capturing of vehicle details with 
address, mobile number and bank 
details of owner and driver, transfer of 
vehicles from one district to another 
district etc. 
Accessible elections

Further, the commission has 
emphasised on making the election 
process accessible to all sections of 
the electorate especially the persons 
with disabilities (PWD), the aged and 
the infirm etc. A data base of PWD 
voters has been created and such 
electors are enrolled and mapped 
with PS and the list has been provided 
to the BLOs for providing special 
assistance, the election department 
informed.

‘Special facilities to PwD voters 
like wheel chair to the extent pos-
sible, waiting area, queue assistance, 
ramps, and escort are to be provided. 
Braille ballot paper for easy read-
ability by the visually impaired voters 
would be provided,’ the press release 
stated.

Eastern Mirror Desk
Dimapur, Feb. 15: The Dimapur 
Municipal Council (DMC) and a 
local voluntary group distributed 
materials that are to be used for 
kitchen waste-composting, to 
residents of Kevijau colony in 
Dimapur. The materials were 
distributed in the colony’s coun-
cil hall on Thur. Feb. 15.

The DMC and the group, Pro 
Rural, also demonstrated how 
to use said materials during the 
event. 30 different materials for 
household-level waste compost-
ing were distributed to the locals 
there. 

The DMC’s executive engi-
neer Badal Bhadra urged the 
colony’s residents to be account-
able and to engage waste man-
agement practices especially 
to prevent health hazards. With 
shortage in the number of DMC 
staff, he said, it is impossible to 
clean the entire city. For stated 
reason, he sought cooperation 
from the residents to be more 
responsible. 

Members of Pro Rural ex-
plained to the residents that 
to turn garbage into a ‘useful 
product,’ biodegradable waste 
must have to be separated in 

a container that has been pro-
vided, sprinkle a powder agent 
(also provided) and cover the 
container with a plank of wood 
to help retain moisture and heat.

Every few days the biode-
gradable waste can be poured 
into a container, with the powder 
added to it. They may continue 
with the procedure, the Pro Rural 
team explained. The water that 
is accumulated from out of the 
waste in the container can then 
be used to water plants, clean 
drains and kitchen sinks while 
the waste can be used as garden 
manure, the residents were told.

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Feb. 15 (EMN): Law 
enforcement have reported that 
over INR 43 lakh in cash and 
37,000 bottles of liquor, besides 
other banned items, have been 
confiscated as on Feb.14 even as 
Nagaland prepares to go to the 
assembly polls. 

According to the chief elec-

toral officer’s establishment, 
178 flying squads and 84 static 
surveillance teams are in serv-
ice to check movement of cash 
liquor, drugs and other freebies 
throughout the state. 

The things that have been 
seized by the enforcement au-
thorities from the time the elec-
tions were announced and till 

Feb. 14 include INR 43,00,990 
in cash; 35,077 bottles of liquor; 
26,579 canned beer and more 
than 30 litres of local liquor 
brew; and seven arms and ‘87’ 
ammunitions, among others. 

Also, according to official 
sources, 102 FIRs have been 
filed in regard to the confisca-
tions.

BATTLEGROUND 2018
31 Akuluto Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Zunheboto
Total Polling Stations : 23

Total Voters : 9952
Male Voters : 5087

Female Voters : 4865
Last sitting MLA : Khekaho(INC)

Runner-up : Kakheto (NPF)
Margin : 1983

CANDIDATES IN 2018

K Khekaho Assumi (NPF)

Kazheto Kinimi (BJP)

33 Suruhuto Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Zunheboto
Total Polling Stations : 37

Total Voters : 14919
Male Voters : 7653

Female Voters : 7266
Last sitting MLA : Shetoyi(NPF)

Runner-up : Kiyezhe Aye (INC)
Margin : 405

CANDIDATES IN 2018
Kaito Jakhalu(NPF)

H.Khehovi (BJP)

34 Aghunato Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Zunheboto
Total Polling Stations : 35

Total Voters : 14827
Male Voters : 7207

Female Voters : 7620
Last sitting MLA : Pukhayi (NPF)

Runner-up : Hukiye (INC)
Margin : 761

CANDIDATES IN 2018
Hukiye N Tissica(NPF)

Phukai (NDPP)

39 Sanis Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Wokha
Total Polling Stations : 40

Total Voters : 22106
Male Voters : 11235

Female Voters : 10871
Last sitting MLA : N. Thomas Lotha(IND)

Runner-up : Nkhao Lotha (RJD)
Margin : 1570

CANDIDATES IN 2018

EM GraphicsSource: ECI/CEO

40 Bhandari Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Wokha

Total Polling Stations : 76

Total Voters : 25682

Male Voters : 13208

Female Voters : 12474

Last sitting MLA : Mmhonlumo(NCP)

Runner-up : Achumbemo Kikon (IND)
Margin : 254

CANDIDATES IN 2018
Achumbemo Kikon(NPF)
Mmhonlumo Kikon (BJP)
E Thungjamo Ezung (INC)

Mhonjan Lotha (NPP)
Myingthungo Mozhui (JDU)

35 Zunheboto Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Zunheboto
Total Polling Stations : 38

Total Voters : 20460
Male Voters : 10189

Female Voters : 10271
Last sitting MLA : S. Hukavi Zhimomi(INC)

Runner-up : K.C. Nihoshe (NPF)
Margin : 277

CANDIDATES IN 2018

Hukavi Zhimomi (NPF)

K Tokugha Sukhalu (NDPP)

32 Atoizo Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Zunheboto
Total Polling Stations : 26

Total Voters : 15511
Male Voters : 7652

Female Voters : 7859
Last sitting MLA : Picto (IND)

Runner-up : Doshehe Y. Sema (NPF)
Margin : 3284

CANDIDATES IN 2018
Picto (NPF)

KL Chishi (BJP)

38 Wokha Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Wokha
Total Polling Stations : 59

Total Voters : 30754
Male Voters : 15452

Female Voters : 15302
Last sitting MLA :  T. Myingthungo Lotha (NCP)

Runner-up : Chumben Murry (NPF)
Margin : 1482

CANDIDATES IN 2018

Chumben Murry(NPF)
T Myingthungo Lotha (BJP)

Y. Mhonbemo Humtsoe (JDU)

37 Tyui Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Wokha
Total Polling Stations : 32

Total Voters : 22316
Male Voters : 11012

Female Voters : 11304
Last sitting MLA : Y. Patton(NPF)

Runner-up : Yankithung Yanthan (INC)
Margin : 5540

CANDIDATES IN 2018
Yankithung Yanthan (NPF)
Yanthungo Patton (BJP)

Chobhathung Odyuo (JDU)
R Thungchamo Ezung  (NCP)

36 Satakha Assembly Constituency

Administrative Dist. : Zunheboto
Total Polling Stations : 40

Total Voters : 16030
Male Voters : 8023

Female Voters : 8007
Last sitting MLA : G. Kaito(NPF)

Runner-up : Vitoho Zhimomi (INC)
Margin : 7168

CANDIDATES IN 2018

Zheito Chophy(NPF)
Ghukhui Zhimomi(NDPP)

G Kaito Aye (JDU)

Y Renbomo Kikon (NPF)
Mhathung Yanthan (NDPP)
Ralanthung Yanthan (NPP)

Ramongo Lotha (JDU)
Senkathung Jami (IND)

Y Sulanthung H Lotha (IND)

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
Two candidates from the 
18th Chozuba constituency 
in Phek district have sought 
votes from the area’s elec-
torate with promises of ad-
dressing the issue of unem-
ployment. The candidates 
made this appeal during 
a Town Hall meeting—or, 
currently being so-termed 
“common platform” in Na-
galand to mean an event 
where different political 
candidates can speak about 
their vision to the public.

The Town Hall meeting 
was conducted on Feb. 15 
at the local ground in Cho-
zuba town organized by 
Chakhesang Clean Election 
Movement (CCEM). 

Dr. Chotisuh Sazo of the 
Naga People’s Front (NPF) 
and Kudecho Khamo of the 
Nationalist Democratic Peo-
ple’s Party (NDPP) are both 
from Phusachodu village.

In his address, Sazo 
talked about ‘the need’ for 
vocational training and 

small-scale industries that 
he said would provide em-
ployment to the youth. 

‘We need a good college, 
private hospitals, vocational 
training institute that can 
sustain the livelihood of the 
community,’ he said. He 
maintained also that there is 
‘a lot of natural resources in 
that can be tapped to create 
employment.’

Also observing that the 
Chakhesang community 
has yet to have an Indian 
Administrative Service of-
ficer, he said, ‘We need a 
coaching centres for the 
aspirant IAS and NCS (Na-
galand Civil Service).’

Recalling the past four 
years of the 12th assembly, 
which saw many a hiccup, 
Sazo claimed that the po-
litical crises happened ‘be-
cause 26 new MLAs joined 
who lacked political matu-
rity which that government 
stability was able to main-
tain.’ But, he asserted, the 
NPF government ‘has now 
thoroughly planned up’ to 

‘be stable’ if they were to 
‘run the government again.’

Similarly, Kudecho Kha-
mo of the NDPP said he was 
contesting in the forthcom-
ing elections to ‘bring overall 
development.’ The chair-
man of the Kohima-based 
Entrepreneurs Develop-
ment Agency hoped that he 
would work for the welfare 
of the people.

As an entrepreneur 
himself, Khamo assured 
to ‘find a way for unem-
ployed youths to get a job 
or start a business.’ If they 
are unable to do so, he said 
to provide projects ‘at the 
household level to earn their 
livelihood.’ 

Further, Khamo as-
sured to ‘look into funds 
and schemes such local area 
development and NREGA 
scheme to boost the rural 
economy to bring benefits 
to the people.’

The convener of the 
Chakhesang Clean Election 
Movement, Dr. Küzhopoyo 
Tünyi, said that the purpose 

of the event was to instil a 
value for ‘clean,’ and fair 
elections. He urged the vot-
ers not to sell their votes but 
participate in ‘clean elec-
tions’ behaviour that would 
bring overall development.  
The gathering was urged to 
stick to the principle of ‘one 
man, one vote’ and to avoid 
proxy voting.  

The convener said that 
the “common platform” was 
to ‘eradicate house to house 
campaign’ and provide a 
platform to help choose 
the ‘right’ candidate ‘by fair 
means.’ “NBCC (Nagaland 
Baptist Church Council), 
CCEM are asking you to 
participate but it all depends 
on you,” Tünyi added.

A community leader 
also said during the event 
that elections are meant 
to elect right candidates. 
The electorate was asked to 
refrain from violence and 
abuse. Rather, the gathering 
was told, elections should 
ensure more unity among 
them.
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Agartala/Santir Bazar 
(Tripura), Feb. 15 (IANS): 
Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi on Thursday 
accused the Congress and 
Left parties of having a 
“secret understanding” 
for the February 18 Tripura 
Assembly polls.

“Congress and Left 
parties like in Kerala and 
West Bengal have a secret 
deal for the Tripura polls. 
To change the future of 
Tripura, reject the two par-
ties and vote for BJP,” Modi 
said while addressing two 
election rallies.

“Both par t ies  de-
stroyed Tripura. Do not 
trust them. By putting up 
candidates in the elec-
tions, Congress is doing 
drama in Tripura though 
both the Congress and Left 
parties have ‘dosti’ (friend-
ship) in Delhi,” he said.

“No big  Congress 
leader came to Tripura 
for election campaign be-
cause they (Congress and 
Communist Party of India-
Marxist (CPI-M) have a 
clandestine pact.”

Terming the Congress 
as “vote cutting party”, the 
Prime Minister said the 
Congress is “helping” CPI-
M to win Sunday’s polls.

Modi asked the people 

to “uproot” the Left parties 
from Tripura and throw 
them to “some corner of 
the earth”.

The Prime Minister 
said the Rose valley chit 
fund organisation (a Kolk-
ata based company) had 
pilfered several thousand 
crore of rupees of 14 lakh 
Tripura people and ac-
cused the Left Front gov-
ernment of not having 
properly probed the scam.

“After assuming power 
(in Tripura), the BJP gov-
ernment will inquire into 
the robbing of huge sums 
of poor people’s money,” 
Modi told the gathering.

In his second phase of 
election campaigning in 
Left-ruled Tripura, Modi 
on Thursday addressed 
two election rallies with al-
most the same issues and 
topics. He came to Tripura 
from Arunachal Pradesh 
capital Itanagar and ad-
dressed a mammoth rally 
at Santir Bazar in southern 
Tripura and gave a speech 
at another public gather-
ing in Agartala before leav-
ing for Delhi.

Earlier on February 
8, the Prime Minister ad-
dressed two election rallies 
in northern Tripura and 
western Tripura.

Attacking the CPI-M-
led government, the Prime 
Minister said that of every 
Rs 100 spent, the central 
government is providing 
Rs 80 but there is no sign of 
spending the central fund 
properly.

The Prime Minister 
said the central govern-
ment long back had given 
Rs 988 crore for imple-
mentation of the Prime 

Minister Gram Sadak Yoja-
na in Tripura but the works 
valued at Rs 650 crore were 
started recently.

“Under the non-laps-
able pool of resources 
scheme Rs 242 crore had 
been given to Tripura in 
four years but Rs 60 crore 
still remained unspent.”

“The Left parties have 
been misleading the peo-
ple and encashing the pov-
erty of the people,” he said.

He said the Left gov-
ernment has been pro-
viding salaries and allow-
ances to state government 
employees according to 
what should have been 
given to government em-
ployees 25 to 30 years ago.

He promised that a 
BJP government would 
provide higher scale of 
salaries and allowances to 
state government employ-
ees at par with the Seventh 
Pay Commission recom-
mendations. Modi said 
the central government 
has invested thousands of 
crores to expand the rail 
and road network in Tripu-
ra. “The Agartala airport is 
being developed and dig-
ital network is also being 
upgraded in Tripura.”

“To improve the liveli-

hood of the people, the 
central government has 
made easy accessible of 
bamboo. The government 
would provide houses to 
all and electricity to each 
household across the 
country.”

He said that democ-
racy “is in danger” under 
the rule of Left Front in 
Tripura. 

Modi said the CPI-M 
during its 25-years rule 
“destroyed both democ-
racy and the future of 
Tripura”. 

He accused the CPI-
M party cadres of killing 
10 BJP functionaries and 
two young journalists and 
promised that a high level 
inquiry would be held and 
the perpetrators punished 
when a BJP led govern-
ment comes to power.

He said he would at-
tend the swearing in cere-
mony of the BJP ministers 
after March 3. 

BJP’s national general 
secretary Ram Madhav, 
Assam Minister Himanta 
Biswa Sarma, who is the 
party’s Tripura election in-
charge, and state president 
Biplab Kumar Deb among 
others also spoke at the 
rallies.

Beijing, Feb. 15 (IANS): China on Thurs-
day expressed its firm opposition to 
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
visit to Arunachal Pradesh, which Bei-
jing claims as its own, and said the In-
dian side should not take any action that 
could complicate the boundary issue.

“China’s position on the China-
India boundary question is consistent 
and clear-cut,” said Foreign Ministry 
spokesperson Geng Shuang in re-
sponse to Modi’s day-long visit to the 
Indian state.

“The Chinese government has nev-
er recognized the so-called Arunachal 
Pradesh and is firmly opposed to the 
Indian leader’s visit to the disputed 
area,” Geng said. “We will lodge stern 
representations with the Indian side.” 

The spokesperson said China and 
India had reached important consen-
sus on properly managing disputes and 

the two sides were working to resolve 
the territorial disputes through nego-
tiation and consultation, Xinhua news 
agency reported. 

“The Chinese side urges the Indian 
side to honour its commitment and 
abide by the relevant consensus and 
refrain from taking any action that may 
complicate the boundary question,” 
Geng said.

He urged India to cherish the mo-
mentum of improvements in bilateral 
relations and create enabling condi-
tions for the boundary talks and the 
development of bilateral relations.

China voices anger whenever an In-
dian minister or foreign dignitary visits 
Arunachal Pradesh. 

Last year, ties between New Delhi 
and Beijing took a hit when Tibetan 
spiritual leader the Dalai Lama visited 
Arunachal Pradesh.

Our Correspondent
Noney, Feb. 15 (EMN): The 
seed-sowing festival of the 
Naga people in Manipur 
known as ‘On theb’  was 
celebrated with the theme 
‘one culture, one goal’ at 
Noney town, 65 km west 
of Imphal on Feb. 15 Thur.

The minister for Pub-
lic Health Engineering L 
Dikho and the president 
of the United Naga Coun-
cil (UNC) Gaidon Kamei 
were the main guests of the 
event. Legislators Samuel 
Jendai, and Leishiyo Keish-
ing were among the guests.

In his speech, Minister 
Dikho, who hails from Mao 
area in Senapati district, 
appealed to the gathering 
to conserve and preserve 
forest and natural resourc-

es for ‘better sustainable 
life in the state.’ 

Lauding the efforts of 
the people living in and 
around Noney—a hill town 
in Noney district—for the 
conservation of forest 
cover, he appealed, ‘Let us 
protect our environment as 
part of celebrating Lui Ngai 
Ni festival.’  “We’ll suffer in 
future unless we conserve 
our forest,” he felt. 

UNC leader Gaidon 
Kamei said that the festi-
val would renew sowing 
the seeds of fraternity and 
love within the Naga family 
and of mutual respect with 
their neighbours.

Legislators Samuel 
Jendai of Tamenglong, 
Leishiyo Keishing of 
Phungyar, Alfred Kanngam 

Arthur of Ukhrul also spoke 
during the occasion.

The Lui-Ngai-Ni festi-
val assumes much signifi-
cance among the people of 
Northeast as it appeals for 
peaceful co-existence and 
at the same time spreads 
the message of ‘live and 
let live’ cutting across the 
barriers of caste, creed and 
religion.

It is a cultural festival 
and is marked by a pleth-
ora of cultural displays and 
events. The main high-
lights of the Lui-Ngai-Ni 
celebrations are lighting 
of the sacred fire, blessing 
of the seeds to be sown for 
the season, traditional log 
drum beating, traditional 
folk dances and songs and 
traditional fire-making.

Shillong, Feb. 15 (IANS): The BJP on 
Thursday released its “Vision Document” 
for the February 27 Meghalaya Assembly 
elections, promising to implement 7th 
Pay Commission recommendations for 
government employees, regularise con-
tractual employees and provide job to 
every youth, among others.

Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 
released here the document which focuses 
on development and also promises sani-
tary napkins for all women from the Below 
Poverty Line (BPL) households.

Union Tourism Minister K.J. Alphons, 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) General Sec-
retary in-charge of Meghalaya, Nalin Kohli, 
Meghalaya BJP chief Shibun Lyngdoh and 
former Congress minister Alexander Hek, 
who joined the party earlier this year, were 
also present at the release of Vision Docu-
ment.

“Concerted efforts at different levels 
are needed so that benefits reach every-
body, in line with the national message 
that Prime Minister Narendra Modi gave 
in 2014 and which is what we are striving 
to accomplish -- ‘Sabka Sath, Sabka Vikas’.”

Underscoring the “need for change” in 
this Congress-ruled state, Sitharaman said: 
“Why is that we want change? Change can 
be brought by any party or government ... if 

you have the advantage that a certain party 
(Congress) had for consistently being in 
power for the last 10 years... With also the 
same party in power at the Centre, won’t 
you expect a state like Meghalaya to get 
its due?” Wooing young voters, the vision 
document promises to provide employ-
ment to two lakh youth in the tourism 
industry, create more employment for 
the educated youth in public and private 
sectors and providing opportunities for 
self-employment to the youth.

It also promised to enact and imple-
ment a comprehensive labour law for min-
imum pay security and work-life balance, 
in addition to creating an environment for 
big investors to invest in the state.

Noting that Meghalaya could be a 
centre of international-standard health-
care in the northeastern states, the BJP 
promised to make health insurance 
of Rs 5 lakh available to every citizen, 
besides raising sufficient infrastructure 
to promote medical tourism, naturopa-
thy, traditional methods of treatment, 
etc. Promising 24x7 electricity to every 
household, the BJP’s Vision Document 
vow to reduce electricity bills by 30 per 
cent in urban areas and 50 per cent in 
rural areas by promoting more efficient 
use of power.

New Delhi, Feb. 15 (IANS): As a part 
of his election campaign in Tripura, 
Congress President Rahul Gandhi will 
address a public rally in Unakoti district 
on Friday.

The party said on Thursday that Gan-

dhi will address a public meeting at Ram-
krishna Mahavidyalaya Stadium Ground. 

Tripura will witness Assembly election 
to 60 seats on February 18 and the results 
will be declared on March 3. The Congress 
has fielded candidates in 56 seats.

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): 
A technical seminar under 
the aegis of the Institution 
of Permanent Way Engi-
neers (India) will be con-
ducted in the BKB Audito-
rium of Gauhati University 
on Feb. 23 and the 24th on 
the issue of monitoring 
technology to optimise 
tracks, bridge, and tunnel 
maintenance. This was 
stated in a press release is-
sued by Northeast Frontier 
Railways (NFR) in Mali-
gaon on Feb. 15.

Minister for Railways 
Piyush Goyal, with Minis-
ter of State for Railways (S) 
Manoj Sinha and Minister 
of State for Railways (G) 
Rajen Gohain are expected 
to attend the seminar.

The Institution of Per-
manent Way Engineers is 
said to be a technical body 
set up under the auspices 
of the Railway Ministry for 
sharing knowledge and ex-
perience of various railway 
engineers connected with 
‘permanent way’ (railway 
track), bridges and other 
structure. The institution 
was formed on May 18, 
1967 with its headquarters 
at Pune. It has been playing 
a vital role in disseminating 
knowledge of ‘permanent 
way,’ bridges and other 
structures amongst vari-
ous Railwaymen for the 
past more than 50 years. It 
runs also a diploma course 
on “railway engineering” 
through distance learning, 
it is informed.    During the 
seminar delegates from all 
over India and overseas be-
longing to permanent way 
fraternity are said to be par-
ticipating for sharing their 
experiences wile seminar 
deliberations on monitor-
ing technology for mainte-
nance of track, bridges and 

tunnels will take place and 
thought provoking papers 
supported by extensive 
field data will be presented. 

Indian Railways are 
said to be witnessing a 
massive up-gradation and 
expansion of its infrastruc-
ture in the recent times. 
With continuously increas-
ing traffic, higher speeds 
and increased axle loads, 
the demand for inspec-
tion and maintenance of 
the infrastructure is ever 
increasing. 

To face the challenges 
of efficient and reliable 
movement of high volume 
of traffic, the traditional 
man-power intensive, sub-
jective methods of inspec-
tion and assessment of 
condition of infrastructure 
are no longer sufficient. 
The advancement in sci-
ence and technology has 
opened up new vistas with 
a large number of tech-
niques and instrumenta-
tion processes available for 
inspection and condition 
assessment of infrastruc-
ture. Indian railways has 
been using several technol-
ogies developed from time 
to time for monitoring of 
track, bridges and tunnels. 

Recent developments 
worldwide provide sev-
eral new opportunities for 
cost effective and precision 
monitoring of assets. The 
purpose of this seminar 
is to attract participation 
from the international as 
well as Indian experts in 
the field of monitoring of 
track, bridges and tunnels 
in order to share the knowl-
edge of the latest develop-
ments and technologies 
available in the field to help 
optimise the maintenance 
costs and improve reliabil-
ity of assets.

Guwahati, Feb. 15 (PTI): The Assam gov-
ernment today introduced a Bill in the 
state Assembly to set up a yoga council 
for regulating the teaching and practice 
of yoga.

The proposed council will aim at as-
suring quality of service and avoid misin-
terpretation and misuse of the system, a 
state government official said.

On behalf of the Health Minister 
Himanta Biswa Sarma, Parliamentary Af-
fairs Minister Chandra Mohan Patowary 
introduced ‘The Assam Yoga Council Bill, 
2018’ in the House.

During the introductory remarks, All 
India United Democratic Front (AIUDF) 
MLA Aminul Islam opposed the proposed 
council saying the existing healthcare fa-
cilities in the state are in bad shape and the 
focus should be to improve them instead 

of spending money on something new.
Congress MLA and former minister 

Rakibul Hussain pointed out that minister 
Sarma, who also holds the finance port-
folio, has been absent in the House since 
the beginning of the Budget Session and 
requested the Speaker to allow introduc-
tion of such bills when he is present.

However, Speaker Hitendra Nath 
Goswami allowed tabling of the Bill in 
the House and requested the members 
to discuss the need of the council while 
deliberating the document at a later stage.

In his written statement on the Bill, 
Sarma said: “It is time Assam establishes 
a Yoga Council for setting up of a proper 
mechanism necessary for regulating yoga 
and naturopathey sector.” 

The council is proposed to be set up 
in order to assure quality of service and 

avoid misinterpretation and misuse of the 
system, besides ensuring yoga institutions 
to offer safe, reliable and quality medical 
healthcare, he added.

Sarma said the council will be empow-
ered to grant affiliation and accreditation 
to institutions teaching yoga as well as 
withdraw the same. The other objectives 
are “to confer registration on the institu-
tionally qualified professional practition-
ers, to confer registration to other yoga 
practitioners fulfilling the terms and 
conditions laid down in the draft Bill”, he 
added. 

The minister further said in his state-
ment that the council will regulate course 
curriculum of studies for registration by 
yoga practitioners and advise the state 
government as well as academic institutes 
in the matter of research on the subject.

Agartala, Feb. 15 (PTI): Veteran 
Congress leader Harish Rawat 
today appealed to the people of 
Tripura to vote for his party to 
“save democracy”.

“Both the CPI(M ) and the 
BJP are parties that do not be-
lieve in constitutional democ-
racy. The Congress is the only 
political party that upholds 
democratic values,” Rawat said 
at a press meet at Congress Bha-
van here.

People are fed up with mis-
rule and unemployment in the 
state under the Left Front rule, 
the former Uttarakhand chief 
minister said, adding that the 
Congress will usher in devel-
opment in Tripura if voted to 
power.

“I appeal to the people of the 
state to to choose Congress over 
the BJP and the Left to save the 
democracy,” he said.

Tripura is set to go to polls on 
February 18 and the results will 
be announced on March 3.

In a scathing attack on the 
BJP, Rawat said the saffron party 
is out to “purchase voters with 
money”.

“The BJP has brought to 

Tripura a lot of outsiders with 
moneybags from different states 
of the country. They had done 
the same in Himachal Pradesh, 
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Gu-
jarat and elsewhere,” he alleged.

Earlier, Tripura Chief Min-
ister Manik Sarkar and CPI(M) 
State Secretary Bijan Dhar had 
also alleged that “outsiders” from 
Assam, Uttar Pradesh and other 
states have entered the poll-
bound state in large numbers.

Last week, the ruling party 
lodged a complaint with the 
Election Commission seeking 
their ouster.

Refuting the BJP’s allega-
tions that the Congress may 
have entered into a “clandestine 
pact” with the CPI(M), Rawat 
said it is the saffron party that is 
working “against the interests of 
the state”.

“The BJP has entered into a 
poll alliance with the Indigenous 
Peoples Front of Tripura (IPFT), 
a tribal party that demanded 
a separate state, ‘Twipraland’. 
The central government has 
also reduced funds for Border 
Area Development Programme 
(BADP),” he added.

Agartala, Feb. 15 (PTI): Three 
country made bombs were re-
covered from Joypur, 5 Km from 
here, today, Superintendent of 
Police (Control) Pradip De said.

He said the explosives were 
recovered by police and Border 
Security Force (BSF) personnel 
and added BSF had taken cus-
tody of the recovered explosive.

BJP Ramnagar Mandal Prab-
hari Samarendra Chandra Deb, 
who was present on the spot 
while the bomb was being recov-
ered, pointed accusing fingers on 
CPI(M).

Meanwhile, 51 youths armed 

with sticks and iron rods were 
arrested from Shonkhola area in 
Ramchandraghat constituencty 
in Khowai district, 50 Km from 
here, late last night.

Sub-Divisional Police Officer 
(Khowai) Anirban Das informed 
that 51 youths were proceeding 
towards Agartala on a mini truck 
from Shonkhola area and they 
were stopped by a flying squad 
of the election authority at Shon-
hola area around 12.45 AM last 
night, he told PTI.

Upon search, a large number 
of sticks and other such weapons 
were found on the truck, the po-

lice official informed.
He said preliminary interro-

gation suggested the youths were 
moving with the intention of dis-
turbing law and order situation.

All 51 youths were taken into 
custody, but were released today 
on bail. Meanwhile, a BJP activist 
was injured early today at when 
activists of opposition BJP and 
ruling CPI-M scuffled at Jatrapur 
area in Sonamura subdivision of 
Sipahijala district, about 60 km 
from here.

Both CPI(M) and BJP filed FIR 
at Jatrapur police station, Officer-
in-charge, Paritosh Das said.

Shillong, Feb. 15 (PTI): Election 
authorities in Meghalaya today 
dropped charges of model code 
of conduct violation against Con-
gress MP Vincent H Pala, officials 
said here.

Charges against MLA and 
Hills State Peoples Democrat-
ic Party candidate D Jyndiang 
on the same count was also 
dropped, they said.

Notices were issued to Pala 
and Jyndiang for attending a 

foundation stone laying cer-
emony of a Church hostel in 
West Khasi Hills district last week 
allegedly in violation of the elec-
tion code. Pala is Congress Lok 
Sabha member from Shillong.

“On examinations of the re-
ports submitted by the sector 
officer and the replies submitted 
by the MP and the MLA it was 
found that they did not make any 
objectionable statements or ap-
peals and there was no violations 

of the model code of conduct or 
any provisions of the Election 
Commission,” Nongstoin con-
stituency Returning Officer said 
in a letter to the two. He said the 
inauguration and laying of the 
foundation stone of the Umyiap 
district hostel at Tiewsaw was a 
private and religious function 
attended by Pala and Jyndiang in 
the capacity as privately invited 
guests and that same hostel was 
also funded by the Church.

New Delhi/Guwahati, Feb. 15 (IANS): 
Two pilots of Indian Air Force (IAF) 
were killed on Thursday when their 
microlight aircraft crashed on Assam’s 
Majuli island, officials said.

The microlight Virus SW-80 aircraft 
took off from Air Force Station Jorhat 
for a routine sortie around 12 noon 
and crashed shortly on the island, po-
lice and defence officials said.

The pilots - Wing Commanders J. 
James and D. Vats - attempted an emer-
gency landing but the aircraft crashed 
in a sand bar and went up in flames. 
Both died in the crash.

A court of inquiry has been ordered 
to ascertain the cause of the accident.

PTI

Supporters of Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) attend a campaign addressed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
ahead of Tripura state Assembly election in Agartala, Tripura on Thursday

Congress, Left parties have ‘secret 
pact’ for Tripura polls — Modi

Modi’s Arunachal visit irks China Nagas of Manipur celebrate sowing festival

BJP vows to implement 7th pay panel 
recommendations in Meghalaya

Rahul to visit Tripura on Friday

Railway ministry to 
hold two-day int’l 
technical seminar 

Assam govt. presents Yoga Council Bill in assembly

Vote for Cong. to save democracy, 
Rawat tells Tripura people

Three crude bombs found at Joypur in Tripura

Election authorities drop code violation 
charge against Cong. MP Pala

Two IAF pilots killed 
in Assam crash
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Kohima observers with DEO and the SP during the meeting with political parties at DPDB conference hall in Kohima on Feb. 15.
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He also mentioned that 
some of the political 
parties have raised ap-
prehension over elec-
tion-related violence 
and asked for effective 
action to prevent poll-
related and post-poll 
violence. One particular 
concern was raised for 
Kiphire district, he said, 
and assured that the law 
enforcement agencies 
were bracing to meet any 
situation.
Only 27% polling stations 
have ramps

On the state’s compli-
ance status of Assured 
Mi n i m u m  Fa c i l i t i e s 
(AMF) of the 2156 polling 
stations for 59 assembly 
constituencies (AC), Ra-
wat expressed concern 
that ramp facility is avail-
able only in 27.26% poll-
ing stations. He said other 

facilities like drinking wa-
ter, toilets, electricity and 
waiting room/shade were 
mostly covered.

Rawat informed that 
the issue of providing 
AMF at all the polling sta-
tions has been taken up 
with the chief secretary 
and the state govern-
ment has been directed 
to complete the facilities 
at the earliest. The state 
administration has as-
sured that the provisions, 
particularly ramps, will 
be provided at all polling 
stations within next week.
Paid news

When pointed out 
there were cases with 
the state election depart-
ment where candidates 
addressing press confer-
ences have been treated 
as paid news, CEC clari-
fied that calling a regu-

lar press conference is 
part of campaigning, and 
does not come under the 
purview of the PCI/ECI’s 
purview of ‘paid news’. 

He said that political 
parties have expressed 
satisfaction at the ECI’s 
decision to shift nomina-
tion process from DEOs 
to ROs that it helped in 
orderly conduct of the 
whole process. 

Reporters present 
pointed out that media 
houses were however dis-
mayed as information 
was delayed to the extent 
that the entire data was 
made available a day later, 
that too, with wrong fig-
ures. To this, the CEC said 
the chief electoral officer 
(CEO) will take note of 
the matter and the flow 
of information should be 
streamlined.

On Feb. 11, the Mokok-
chung unit of the NDPP 
wrote to the CEO alleg-
ing that Jamir was openly 
involved in state politics 
“by inducing and lur-
ing voters” to favour a 
certain candidate and 
political party. “Unless 
his unconstitutional acts 
are stopped immediately, 
the post of constitutional 
head of the state shall 
become a mockery.

“It is therefore request-
ed that he be reprimand-
ed from involvement in 
state electioneering and 
issue appropriate direc-

tion as deem fit for con-
duct of peaceful election 
in the state,” the letter 
read. 

O n  T h u .  t h e  Na -
galand unit of BJP also 
complained to the CEO 
stating that he was cam-
paigning for INC and NPF 
candidates in Mokokc-
hung. “The Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP) Na-
galand strongly protest 
his involvement in the 
electioneering process in 
Nagaland as he suppose 
(sic) to maintain neutral-
ity as per the constitution 
of India.

“...besides election 
modal codes (sic) are 
already violated by Dr. 
SC Jamir, the governor of 
Odisha which is threaten-
ing the Indian democracy 
as well as protocol as head 
of the state,” it read. 

Also, the BJP remind-
ed in a statement that 
the “Supreme Court has 
clearly drawn the line for 
governors to steer clear of 
political manipulations 
while in office.” Jamir, it 
stated, had no business 
involving in electioneer-
ing in Mokokchung dis-
trict.

“Even if he does not feel 
embarrassed, I am sure 
that the people of this 
district are ashamed of 
his lies and deceit. If you 
abet his lies, then it is also 
tantamount to you all tell-
ing lies. Even in his profile 
in various editions of the 
Who is Who published 
by the Nagaland Legisla-
tive Assembly after every 
general election, the chief 
minister has been giving 
contradicting claims as to 
the year of his graduation 
such as 1979 and 1980. 

“This time, he is un-
able to provide his BA 
certificate and is also em-
barrassed to say he failed 
and so he stated in his 
affidavit ‘BA appeared’ 
but there is no such cer-
tificate for ‘BA appeared.’ 
He is still unrelenting and 
refuses to accept his mis-
takes. Rather, he is trying 
to use money power to 
influence his election. 
If you allow his political 
designs to manifest itself 
here, you will only land 
in the opposition,” Rio 
stated. 

Drawing attention to 
the ‘propaganda against 
the NDPP-BJP alliance,’ 
Rio recalled that the ‘fear’ 
came when Zeliang was 
the chief minister. 

“The BJP has been 
in an alliance with the 
NPF since 2003. It has 

now been 15 years. We 
are not going to join the 
BJP. But we have to main-
tain a good rapport with 
the central government 
so that we can expedite 
the peace process and 
carry forward the devel-
opment agenda of the 
central government for 
the benefit of our people 
and by empowering our 
youths and people living 
in rural areas,” Rio said in 
assurance.

On the issue of seat-
sharing between the 
NDPP and the BJP, Rio 
said that the central BJP 
leaders were aware that 
the Naga people have 
an ongoing political is-
sue for which the BJP 
accords special respect 
to it. He conveyed the 
views of the central BJP 
leadership about Naga-
land being a Christian-
dominated state and the 
importance of respecting 
the faith of the Nagas. 

This made the BJP 
settle for only 20 seats 
while agreeing to let the 
NDPP contest in 40 seats, 
he said. “We have not 
aligned with the BJP to 
convert but to protect 
our rights as enshrined in 
Article 371 (A) and there-
fore, our relationship with 
the central government 
is very important. Article 
25-28 under the Consti-

tution of India guaran-
tees secularism and the 
freedom of religion to 
all its citizens and there-
fore, no one needs to fear 
since it is our constitu-
tional right to profess the 
faith of our choice. We are 
Christians and there is no 
compromise on that,” Rio 
asserted.  

Neiphiu Rio r idi-
culed the NPF’s flip-
f lops and divergent 
views regarding the BJP. 
He questioned the ‘dif-
fering views’ of the NPF 
president and the chief 
minister regarding the 
NPF party’s alliance with 
the BJP. Dismissing the 
chief minister’s claims 
that the NPF’s doors were 
open, Rio opined that it 
was highly unlikely that 
the BJP would enter the 
doors of a party that was 
‘indecisive and divergent 
in its views’ about the al-
liance.

Reacting to the chief 
minister’s claims of de-
veloping Tening with-
in two years if the NPF 
candidate were elected, 
Rio said that although 
Zeliang was elected four 
times from Tening, he 
did not develop the con-
stituency. Instead, he 
‘ran away’ and contested 
from Peren. “He could 
not do anything in the 20 
years he represented you, 

Govt. told to be ‘fearless and unbiased’...

Jamir accused of violating protocol

Rio rips into Zeliang on CM’s home turf

Observers meet party representatives in Kohima

Dimapur, Feb. 15 (EMN): Gen-
eral observer, Madhukar Ag-
neya; police observer, Akhilesh 
Mishra; expenditure observers, 
S Nataraj; and HC Verma had a 
meeting with representatives of 
all the contesting candidates at 
the district planning develop-
ment board’s  conference hall 
in Kohima on Feb. 15. A DPRO 
report on Thur. informed.

In the meeting, the district 
election officer of Kohima, 
Rajesh Soundararajan high-
lighted on the aspects of Model 
Code of Conduct (MCC) and re-
quested the expenditure agents 
to adhere the guidelines laid 

down by the Election Commis-
sion of India.

For holding rallies and meet-
ings by the candidate, he in-
formed them to make use of the 
‘Suvidha,’ an online permission 
portal which will be attended by 
their concerned returning offic-
ers. 

In regard to expenditure 
monitoring, the rate charges 
have been given to candidates, 
which should be maintained in 
the expenditure account of the 
candidate as per the guidelines 
of ECI, he informed. 

Calendar of SVEEP mobile 
van for sensitization of the peo-

ple and for first level checking 
and randomization of EVMs 
and VVPATs, DEO urged them 
to participate in the mock poll 
demonstration. He further re-
quested political parties to 
extend their best support and 
cooperation to the electioneer-
ing officials and district admin-
istrative officers in order to have 
free, fair conduct of the election.

Nodal officer EEM, Shashank 
Pratap Singh gave the structure 
of election expenditure moni-
toring mechanism comprising 
of the expenditure observer, as-
sistant expenditure observers, 
video surveillance team, video 

viewing team, accounting team, 
expenditure monitoring control 
room, media certification and 
monitoring committee, flying 
squads and the static surveil-
lance team. 

He briefed on different as-
pects of expenditure process 
and do’s and don’ts of the MCC 
as lay down by the commission.

The sr. superintendent of 
Kohima, Aotemsu briefed on 
security arrangement and oth-
er related matters and sought 
cooperation during the round 
checking by the patrolling/mo-
bile patrolling for safety of the 
people. 

and now he claims to de-
velop Tening within two 
years,” Rio said in ridicule.

In Jalukie, Rio ap-
pealed to the people to 
elect NDPP candidate 
Iherie Ndang and assured 
to induct him into the 
cabinet if elected after 
the NDPP-BJP storms to 
power. “It is up to you to 
choose which side you 
want to be on. I hope that 
you will heed my words 
and support our party 
candidate because choos-
ing otherwise is only go-
ing to land you in the op-
position,” Rio said.

T h o s e  w h o  s p o k e 
at the rallies included 
C h i n g w a n g  Ko n y a k , 

the president of the 
NDPP, Namri Nchang 
(6th Tening AC), Iherie 
Ndang (7th Peren AC), 
Neiba Ndang, former 
minister and advisor, 
NDPP; Vatsu Meru, 
former minister and 
senior member, NDPP.
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Render Unto Caesar
The apex head of all the Christian Baptist church-

es in the state, the Nagaland Baptist Churches 
Council (NBCC) had launched the Clean Election 

Campaign in 2012 just before the then assembly elec-
tions in the state that was held in 2013. The intention 
of the movement was to rid the election malpractices 
that was quite prevalent in the state of Nagaland. The 
use of violence, illegal diktats, inducements, and bla-
tant buying and sale of votes had become so common 
during elections in Nagaland since the early eighties. 
During the launch of the campaign, the then NBCC 
leaders had stated that the laid down election code of 
conduct is good enough to conduct a clean and fair 
election. The campaign may not have achieved the 
desired effects in 2013 but it no doubt created an im-
pact at least in the form of awareness. Then campaign 
for the current elections picked up tempo by 2016 and 
it was considered quite successful in many areas. The 
NBCC had even gone official to state the mission was 
to awaken the conscience of the Naga people and to 
help them see election as a moral and spiritual issue 
to help eradicate corruption. So far so good, but then 
a  confusion that was created because of the demand 
for ‘solution before election’ and there was uncertainty 
in the air. The ECI went ahead with the announcement 
of elections on Jan. 18 and stated that the  elections will 
be conducted as scheduled. The BJP then backed out 
of the memorandum that was signed by all the politi-
cal parties on Jan. 29 against the conduct of elections. 
It was no secret that in the meantime intense parleys 
and lobbying by different political parties, especially 
the NPF and the NDPP, were going on in their attempt 
to form an alliance with the BJP as elections looked im-
minent. At such a juncture, the  NBCC first sounded 
the alarm bell in Mokokchung on Feb. 2 conspicuously 
directed at the BJP warning its followers to be ‘wary 
while supporting any political party with communal 
agendas’. The bigger surprise came when the Bharati-
ya Janata Party(BJP) announced its seat sharing alli-
ance with the newly launched Nationalist Democratic 
Progressive Party(NDPP) by discarding its long time 
ally the Naga People’s Front(NPF). The oldest regional 
party in the state its former avatar the United Demo-
cratic Front(UDF) had formed an alliance with the non-
congress parties especially the Janata Party way back in 
the seventies. Then as NPF it formed an alliance with 
the BJP since 2003 and even won 7 seats that same year 
during the then assembly elections. Whether it was the 
seat sharing formula of the BJP-NDPP alliance or some 
other unknown reasons, the NBCC jumped the gun 
and gave out one of its strongest letter to all the politi-
cal parties directly attacking the BJP. After many years 
of the NBCC preaching its followers to abide by the 
election code of conduct especially in its clean election 
campaign it technically also violated the code. Along 
with many others in the list, the use of religion to in-
duce voters or to prejudice election of any candidate is 
also a corrupt practice. The NBCC also seemed to have 
suddenly woken up to oppose the alliance because all 
these years it was silent when the BJP was in alliance 
with other political parties from the state. It is also a 
fact that  Christianity clearly talks about the separa-
tion of the state and religion and the teachings of Jesus 
Christ after whom the religion is named declared that 
his kingdom was not of the physical world. Any move 
to mix religion and politics would render the Church in 
Nagaland no better than the right wing Hindu organi-
sations that has  similar intentions. While not condon-
ing the many crimes against Christians by right wing 
groups in the country, the church leaders in Nagaland 
should be able to forgive like the many Christians who 
publicly forgave for the crimes committed against 
them. Else when we rake up issues that are considered 
closed by the victims as well as the competent authori-
ties it is nothing but hate speech with complete lack of 
piety. The young followers have already voiced out this 
time and it behoves the Church in Nagaland to retro-
spect else the day is not far when the present churches 
will be mere buildings without followers.  

Noushin Nasiri | The Conversation

Embracing God’s love for us is the key to 
loving others.

I worship in a church located in a large, open field—a rare 
commodity on the island of Singapore (we’re just twenty-
five miles long and fifteen miles wide). Some time back, 

people from abroad who work in my country started gather-
ing on the church property for a picnic every Sunday.

This evoked a range of responses from fellow churchgo-
ers. Some fretted about the mess the visitors would leave 
behind. But others saw this as a divine opportunity to extend 
hospitality to a wonderful group of strangers—without even 
leaving the church grounds!

The Israelites must have faced similar issues in their 
time. After they settled in their new land, they had to grapple 
with how to relate to other peoples. But God expressly com-
manded them to treat foreigners like their own kind, and to 
love them as themselves (Leviticus 19:34). Many of His laws 
made special mention of foreigners: they were not to be mis-
treated or oppressed, and they were to be loved and helped 
(Exodus 23:9; Deuteronomy 10:19). Centuries later, Jesus 
would command us to do the same: to love our neighbor as 
ourselves (Mark 12:31).

May we have God’s heart to love others as ourselves, 
remembering that we too are sojourners on this earth. Yet 
we have been loved as God’s people, treated as His own.

Father, You have made each and every one of us in Your 
likeness. May we love those from elsewhere and seek to 

reach out to them with Your love.

DAILY PATH

READERS’ MIRROR VIEWS & REVIEWS

B
e it the election of the mem-
bers of Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly or Member of Lok 
Sabha including by-election 

after every alternative year, the vehicles 
are required for election duties for both 
the general elections and by-election in 
the State fulfilling the provision of the 
constitution. It is undoubtedly felt and 
of the view that to elect our leaders and 
forming new Govt of our choice whose 
duty is to rule and govern us, we need 
to extend full co-operation and give 
all possible help during every election 
time besides casting our valuable votes.

However, for the lack of planning 
and thoughtless action on the part 
of the authorities concerned who are 
manning the election process, the poor 
and innocent commuters whose family 
is maintained by daily small business 
should not be made to suffer. Another 
comer that affect for requisition of ve-
hicles for election duties are taxi own-

ers whose livelihoods depend on daily 
earning, minor children who are lifted 
daily to and fro for schooling.

The worst and most obnoxious 
practice is that some taxi drivers tend-
ed to fish in troubled water during such 
time of crisis and reported to have been 
charging unreasonable cost /double 
fares to the passengers whose journey 
is indispensable or warranted to attend 
the sick/unavoidable engagement /ap-
pointments etc, etc.

 With a view to check this more than 
half century old unpleasant prevalent 
system and to ease with the problem 
by introducing friendly and a welcome 
step during next general/by-election 
in the State, the following innovative 
methods and suggestions are given for 
consideration of the Transport Deptt/ 
Election Department:-

1. No. of existing vehicles with 
the date and year of purchase from 
all the Govt. Departments should be 

insisted to be digitized/recorded in 
pro-active information to facilitate the 
awareness of the no’s of present vehicles 
of all the Government Departments by 
the Transport Dept. or Election Dept. 

2. Collection of list of the vehi-
cles that were scrapped or condemned 
by departments if any, including new 
vehicle purchases.

3. Mandatory collection of yearly 
running /plying no of vehicles vis-a-
vis off road/lying idle vehicle by giving 
time bound period for submission.

4. Having collected the detailed 
information from all the Govt Depts., 
the Election Department will be in a 
position to demand the no. of vehicles 
on the virtue of the information as is 
necessary and required for election du-
ties from each departments.

5. The above points are to be 
deeply thought over before next elec-
tion in the interest of integrity, fairness 
and malice towards none.

6. Taking cognizance of the 
aforesaid measures will also enhance 
the matter of public welfare and in-
nocent citizen are not made to surfer 
unduly in future for loving officers and 
public welfare concerned bureaucrats 
but also ensure smooth and efficient 
conduct of election.

This will avoid the age old tendency 
of depending on public help and effec-
tively monitor the conduct of election 
with honour and dignity of the Govt re-
source and certainly do the job conven-
iently without the help of the unwilling 
persons.

Observance of the above points will 
enable the Govt to do the job done on 
the basis of self support and reliance 
unlike the days of yore.

Sd/-
Dr. S.Imkong Tushi Ao, President

NSCA, Kohima
S.Ghunakha Swu, Gen.Secy

NSCA, Kohima

T
he annexure to this 
note, a copy of the 
Hon’ble Gauhati High 
Court Judgement dat-

ed 11.10.10, with copies to the 
Chief Secretary and Director 
General of Police, Nagaland, 
clearly states that private ve-
hicles cannot be requisitioned 
under the Assam Requisition 
and Control of Vehicles Act, 
1968. In this regard it is re-
quested that the concerned 
authority clarify if the Act is dif-
ferent for Nagaland. If so, why 
did the Hon’ble High Court is-
sue copies to the CS and DGP, 
Nagaland? It is understood 

that there are two categories of 
private vehicles; those solely 
for personal use and those 
used for commercial activities. 
It is felt that vehicles are being 
randomly requisitioned with-
out compunction.

As mentioned in an ear-
lier article in our local dailies, 
the State Government owns a 
massive fleet of thousands of 
vehicles of various categories, 
particularly SUV’s. In addition 
our overcrowded streets are 
over-populated with commer-
cial vehicles such as local and 
regional taxis, buses, goods 
carriers, etc. through our un-

controlled distribution of per-
mits. These, surely are more 
than enough for the elections 
of this small state!

Many professionals, teach-
ers, etc. are totally dependent 
on their personal vehicles. 
Buses of academic institu-
tions too are not spared now. 
Does this mean that academic 
activities should cease for the 
entire duration of almost two 
weeks for the elections? Our 
priorities appear to have been 
misplaced somewhere in our 
haste and ineptness.

Prof. G.T. Thong

I
mages and visions of 
massive destruction are 
evoked when one hears 
the Japanese word ‘Tsu-

nami’. This sea wave tsunami 
will destroy buildings, prop-
erties and everything in its 
path, and at the same time 
kill human beings and ani-
mals. However it cannot kill 
the spirit of man for man has 
a spirit that will never die but 
will live forever.

Therefore, let us be on our 
guard as a ‘tsunami’ is about to 
hit dry land. Behold, the politi-
cal election is at hand. This dry 
land tsunami cannot kill your 

body but it will kill your spirit. 
In today’s context in Nagaland, 
there is no divine politics but 
only the so called party poli-
tics, muscle politics and mon-
ey politics.

Remember your vote is pre-
cious as it is your birthright. So 
do not sell your vote like Esau 
who sold his birthright to his 
younger brother Jacob for a 
morsel of food. Listen to your 
good conscience and it will tell 
you whom you should vote for. 
Let us do our part to keep this 
election clean.

Keviswedel Kin 
Kohima

Suggestions for Artificial Creation of Vehicle Shortage for Election Duty

Requisitioning of Private Vehicles for State Elections The Tsunami of an Election

Loving All

I’ve always wondered, should 
I be concerned about experi-
encing UV damage from fluo-

rescent lights? Am I at risk of skin 
cancer or premature ageing if I 
work in an office building lit with 
fluorescent lights? – Damien, Can-
berra, 26

Ultraviolet radiation is the 
highest-energy component of the 
Sun’s rays that reach the Earth’s 
surface. UV light stimulates the 
synthesis of vitamin D, which is 
an essential compound for growth 
of bones and teeth, as well as im-
proved resistance against certain 
diseases.

On the other hand, too much 
UV radiation is the main cause of 
melanoma, which is a malignant 
form of skin cancer. This is why 
you’ve always been advised to pro-
tect your skin with sunscreen.
But what about the lights in-
doors? Do fluorescent lights also 
emit UV?
The best way to find the answer is 
to firstly understand how fluores-
cent lights work. Inside the bulb, 
electrical discharge excites a gas 
(usually neon or mercury vapour 
in argon), which emits ultraviolet 
radiation. But the ultraviolet radi-
ation is not visible to human eyes 
and must be converted into visible 
light. This is done by the light’s in-

terior fluorescent coating, which 
is able to absorb most of the UV 
radiation and emit lower-energy 
wavelengths in the visible spec-
trum.

But some UV rays get through 
the bulb, especially if the bulb’s in-
ternal coating is cracked, allowing 
more UV light to pass through. In 
fact many types of lighting used in 
our homes emit small amounts of 
UV radiation.

But according to the Australian 
Radiation Protection and Nuclear 
Safety Agency (ARPANSA), the UV 
emissions from most indoor light 
sources, including fluorescent 
lights, are below the approved 
Australian limits. This means they 
won’t cause any risk to health for 
normal people, if we use them 
properly.
Safe distances
The emissions from all sources 
of light decrease rapidly with dis-
tance. At a typical use distance 
(more than 25cm), the UV light 
emitted from fluorescent lights 
falls below the level of general 
concern for healthy individuals.

The only exception is a medical 
condition that makes you particu-
larly sensitive to UV light. The vast 
majority of people do not suffer 
from such UV or visible light sen-
sitivities.

Exposure time
The longer the exposure time, the 
higher the UV dosage absorbed by 
the skin. At a measurement dis-
tance of 10cm, an exposure time 
of less than eight hours would be 
safe for almost all types of lights.

Compare this to the permis-
sible exposure limits (PELs) in 
typical midday summer sunshine, 
which is six minutes in Brisbane 
and seven minutes in Sydney and 
Melbourne.

The UV level absorbed by our 
skin after eight hours’ exposure to 
indoor lights, at a typical use dis-
tance (25cm), would be equivalent 
to just over a minute of midday 
solar exposure on a clear summer 
day in a city such as Sydney or 
Melbourne. This shows the risk to 
us is very small indeed.
Does the fluorescent tube  
have a cover?
If you have to spend a lot of time 
under fluorescent light, make sure 
fluorescent bulbs have plastic dif-
fusers over them. The glass and 
the coating inside the glass used in 
fluorescent lights already provide 
a UV filter, which further reduces 
the already low levels of UV.

So, if a standard fluorescent 
tube lighting source is shielded by 
a standard acrylic plastic diffus-
er, there’s rarely a risk for human 
health, even for people who are af-
fected by light sensitivity.

Meeting the Paris Agreement’s goal of keep-
ing the global-scale warming this century 
to less than 2 degrees Celsius could still 

lead to extreme weather events compared to the 
present, claims a study.

The Paris Agreement saw nearly all the coun-
tries in the world set an aspirational target of cap-
ping global warming at 1.5 degrees Celsius, Xinhua 
news agency reported on Thursday.

But even if the target was reached, “we still will 
be living in a climate that has a substantially greater 
probability of unprecedented events than the one 
we’re in now”, said Noah Diffenbaugh, a climate 
scientist at Stanford University and the paper’s lead 
author.

The study published in the journal Science Ad-
vances showed that meeting the Paris Agreement’s 
goal was likely to reduce the area of the globe that 
experiences greater than threefold increases in the 
probability of record-setting events. 

However, even at this reduced level of global 
warming, the world was still likely to see increases 
in record-setting events compared to the present.

The researchers found that if countries kept 
their minimum commitment to limit global warm-
ing to 2-3 degrees Celsius, it was still likely to result 
in a more than fivefold increase in the probability of 
record-breaking warm nights over approximately 
50 per cent of Europe, and more than 25 per cent 
of East Asia.

A 2-3 degree global warming would also like-
ly result in a greater than three-fold increase in 
record-breaking wet days over more than 35 per 
cent of North America, Europe and East Asia, the 
study said.

Source: IANS

I
ncreasing consumption of ultra-
processed foods such as packaged 
baked goods and snacks, fizzy 
drinks, sugary cereals and reconsti-

tuted meat products, may possibly raise 
the risk of developing cancers of the 
breast, prostate and bowel, researchers 
have warned.

Processed food that accounts for up 
to 50 per cent of the total daily energy 
intake in several countries, contains 
high levels of sugar, fat and salt and 
lacks vitamins and fibre.

The study found that a 10 per cent 
increase in the proportion of ultra-
processed foods in the diet was associ-
ated with a 12 per cent increase in over-
all cancer risk and 11 per cent increase 
in breast cancer risk.

“To our knowledge, this study is the 
first to investigate and highlight an in-
crease in the risk of overall -- and spe-
cifically breast cancer associated with 
ultra-processed food intake,” said the 
team led by Bernard Srour from the 
French Institute of Health and Medical 
Research (Inserm) in Paris.

In addition, processed foods may 
also raise the risk of obesity, high blood 

pressure and cholesterol. 
For the findings, published in the 

British Medical Journal, the researchers 
studied over 104,980 healthy adults (22 
per cent men and 78 per cent women) 
with an average age of 43 years. 

Several well known risk factors for 
cancer, such as age, sex, educational 
level, family history of cancer, smoking 
status and physical activity levels, were 
taken into account.

Consumption of fresh or minimally 
processed foods such as fruits, vegeta-
bles, pulses, rice, pasta, eggs, meat, fish 
and milk was also associated with lower 
risks of overall cancer and breast cancer.

However, no significant associa-
tion was found between less processed 
foods such as canned vegetables, chees-
es and freshly made unpackaged bread 
and risk of cancer.

Policies targeting product reformu-
lation, taxation and marketing restric-
tions on ultra-processed products and 
promotion of fresh or minimally proc-
essed foods may contribute to primary 
cancer prevention, the researchers sug-
gested.

Source: IANS

I’ve Always Wondered: Do Fluorescent 
Lights Emit UV, and Can it Harm Me?

Extreme Weather Risk 
High Despite Paris 
Agreement: Study

Ultra-Processed Food May 
Increase Risk of Cancer

1. Shall not buy votes with money.
2. Shall not insist/force Clan, Khel, Village, and family to declare support for 

a  particular candidate.
3. Shall not bribe the voters with money or materials.
4. Shall not distribute party money or provide party-based development 

work during election time.
5. Shall not distribute alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicants to voters.
6. Shall not set up camps in colony/khel/vlllage/town.
7. Shall not put up flags and posters on an individual household except in 

party office and house of the candidate.
8. Shall not provide feasting, picnic, or go for procession.
9. Shall not use force, intimidation and undue influence to the voters.
10. Shall not use the support of underground/NPGs for threatening voters.
11. Shall have a dear and realistic manifesto.
12. Shall avoid house to house campaign.
13. Shall discipline the party workers and educate them with CEC instructed 

by the NBCC.
14. Shall not use/spread false propaganda for personal gain.
15. Shall not be involved in booth capturing and any other activities which 

are unbecoming of any political party.
16. Shall  deliver peace,  justice, and development for our people
17. Shall participate in the Common Platforms organized by the Clean Elec-

tion committee.
18. Shall support NBCC-CEC guidelines in letter and spirit, and cooperate 

with all the initiatives of  Association level CEC-Core Committee.

(Issued in public interest)

Pledge Signed by Political Parties 
and NBCC for Clean Elections

BIBLE READ:  LEVITICUS 19:33–34
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:

The foreigner residing among you must be treated 
as your native-born. Love them as yourself.         

~  Leviticus 19:34
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ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19): Your home might 
need some work today, Aries. You and other 
members of your household could decide 
to join forces and get everything done. This 

might simply involve a thorough cleaning, or it could 
mean major repairs of some sort, perhaps plumbing or 
electrical. If the latter, it isn’t a good idea to try to do this 
yourself. There could be factors involved that are more 
complicated than they seem. Don’t be afraid to call in 
a professional.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): Expect a lot of 
letters and phone calls from lovers, close 
friends, or children today, Taurus. You might 
also want to make a few yourself. Some pos-

itive and interesting information may have come your 
way that you’ll want to share with those close to you. 
You could also want to try your hand at writing. You’ll 
want to make sure that you remember whatever it is 
you learn today, Taurus, as it could prove valuable in 
the future.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): Studying some 
paperwork involving your finances could 
bring a pleasant surprise. You’re better off than 
you thought, Gemini! Dividends or benefits 

of some kind might be forthcoming. You could decide 
to treat yourself, buy some gifts for your family, or per-
haps do some work on your home. Do take care to avoid 
impulse buying, and don’t go crazy spending. You don’t 
want your funds to disappear as quickly as they came!

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): Today some 
information might come your way that in-
spires you to come up with some valuable 
new ideas, Cancer. Your own intuitive fac-

ulties are operating at a very high level, and therefore 
your insights could prove valuable. Make sure you 
cover every possible contingency. This knowledge 
could be used to advance your own career and finan-
cial interests, so you may want to spend an hour or 
two writing down your thoughts.

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): Your intuition, phys-
ical and intellectual energy, and insight are 
at an all-time high today, Leo. You’ll prob-
ably want to spend much of the day alone, 

reflecting on your ideas and deciding how you want 
to put them to work for you. At some point, you may 
want to put your thoughts in writing. You could also 
tune in more strongly than usual to the thoughts and 
feelings of others.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): You could well 
be bubbling over with physical energy 
today, Virgo. You might want to spend 
your day visiting with friends. You could 

pick up some interesting information from them, 
which you might be able to put to work for you. 
You could lay plans for finally attaining a long-
term goal; perhaps a lucky break made this pos-
sible. Expect to spend most of your day talking and 
planning!

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): Visitors in your 
home, perhaps invited by others in your 
household, could put a crimp in your desire 
to be alone and hash out your thoughts to-

day, Libra. Your mind is sharp and ideas should come 
thick and fast. Don’t get so irritated with the situation 
at home that you sabotage your plans. You might want 
to go off somewhere by yourself, possibly to simply se-
quester yourself in your own room.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21): You’re very 
intuitive by nature, Scorpio, and today you 
should be feeling especially so. Don’t be sur-
prised if you spontaneously tune in to the 

ideas and emotions of those around you, or even if you 
and someone else come up with the same words at the 
same time. Use your insights to increase your under-
standing of others. You might also find that they bring 
artistic inspiration and even advance your worldly am-
bitions.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21): This 
should be one of those days when you feel 
as if you could conquer the world. You feel 
strong and determined, Sagittarius, and 

willing to do whatever it takes to get wherever you 
want to be. A goal could be attained at this time, 
ambitions realized, or perhaps a lucky break could 
come your way. This is an excellent day to seek a 
new job, ask for a raise, or make a favorite project 
a success.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19): A business 
or love partner could bring opportunities for 
advancement your way today, Capricorn. 
You may decide to draft or execute legal pa-

pers that could be very important to your future. Travel 
might somehow be involved. Romance looks promising 
today. Your confidence and enthusiasm are showing in 
your face and could make you seem more attractive than 
usual, both to your partner and strangers. In the evening, 
plan an intimate celebration!

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): The hard work 
and good business sense that you’ve put into 
your job may finally be paying off, Aquarius. 
Expect some positive changes to take place 

at the workplace this week. Today you’re likely to be 
feeling especially energetic and decide to give your 
house a thorough cleaning. Don’t try to do this on your 
own, however. You need to conserve your energy. Get 
other members of your household to help!

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20): Insights that may 
come welling up from the past could be put 
to work for you in a positive way, Pisces. You 
could use them as inspiration for a creative 

project of some kind, or you could just make them work 
for you in your day-to-day dealings with others. You 
should be feeling especially romantic and sexy today, 
and you might want to go shopping for clothes made of 
soft, touchable fabrics. Relations with lovers should be 
close and passionate.

Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION

Priya Satia | Aeon

Frank F. Islam | IANS

...from previous issue
The richness of Bengal’s natural 

resources and technical knowledge 
presented a threat, from the EIC’s 
point of view, insofar as they might 
tend to industrial development in 
the region, and thus ‘occasion a 
heavy loss’ to British national in-
terests. Bengalis, an official noted, 
‘are not absolutely ignorant of the 
use of iron ore’. If other metal mines 
were opened, producing good 
metal more cheaply than European 
imports, ‘their curiosity and their 
avarice would be excited and they 
would at least proceed to experi-
ment’. Like Adam Smith, this offi-
cial knew that curiosity and experi-
mentation were not components of 
some unique European culture.

As arms manufacture lay at the 
heart of progress, officials helped 

create the divergence between East 
and West 

Colonial officials in particular 
feared that Indians would acquire 
knowledge leading to improved 
weapons-manufacturing. Facilitat-
ing or allowing the spread of knowl-
edge of metalworking among South 
Asian colonials presented a simple 
danger. The ‘step from a knowledge 
of smelting Metals and the manner 
of casting them into certain forms 
to that of casting Cannon Shot and 
Shells is so inconsiderable that if the 
Natives once acquired the former 
art they would soon become Mas-
ters of the latter’, wrote a company 
official. The EIC’s leadership like-
wise insisted that its ammunition 
laboratories at Fort William remain 
a mystery:

No Indian, black or person of 
mixed breed, nor any Roman Cath-
olic of what nation soever, shall, 
on any pretence, be admitted or 
set foot in the Laboratory or any of 
the military magazines, either out 

of curiosity or to be employed in 
them, or to come near them so as 
to see what is doing or contained 
therein.

This was the European culture 
of knowledge-sharing.

In 1813, the EIC considered clos-
ing the Fort William foundry out 
of fear that knowledge about cast-
ing might spread. Thus, while EIC 
arms purchases stimulated indus-
trial revolution in England, the EIC 
prevented analogous stimulation of 
metalworking in the subcontinent, 
and took steps to counter it. EIC of-
ficials were sure that arms manu-
facture lay at the heart of industrial 
progress, and they helped create 
the divergence between East and 
West. In their ad hoc decisions lie 
the beginnings of global industrial 
disparities. That was what empire 
was about. As British industrialism 
took off, Indian economic develop-
ment was reoriented to serve it.

Preventing exposure to British 
knowledge and suppressing Indian 
development was a big part of the 
battle, but the British also strove 
to suppress existing Indian knowl-
edge and close down relationships 
in which other Europeans might 
share skills and knowledge with 
Indian states. It was a real concern. 
For, in the face of British aggression, 
indigenous polities were struggling 
to strengthen their gun-manufac-
turing capacities. In the early 1760s, 
the nawab of Bengal, Mir Qasim, 
began to manufacture firelocks at 
the fort at Monghyr, where Raja To-
dar Mal had manufactured guns in 
the 16th century.

The manufacturing continued 
after the nawab’s defeat in 1764, but 
as an EIC arms depot. Its guns en-
joyed a reputation superior to the 
best British military muskets, espe-
cially in the barrel metal and flints 
made of agates from the Rajmahal 
Hills. As French fortunes declined 
in the second half of the century, 

French mercenaries offered their 
expertise to Indian manufactories. 
State arsenals and magazines across 
Agra, Delhi, Gwalior, the former 
Mughal heartland, produced mu-
nitions at the same standards as 
Europe. Factories in Lucknow, Pon-
dicherry, Hyderabad, Lahore and 
Seringapatam produced most of 
the guns used by powers challeng-
ing both the Mughals and the Brit-
ish.
The British leveraged their military 

support to force the new nawab 
to dismiss the Frenchmen in his 

service
The EIC sold guns to defiant 

powers partly to inhibit these na-
tive strides in gun-manufacturing. 
In the late 1760s, the British repeat-
edly refused arms to the nawab of 
Awadh, Shuja-ud-Daula, and then 
watched anxiously as he began 
manufacturing them in Faizabad. 
Captain Richard Smith observed 
an excellent eight- pounder brass 
gun moulded from a Dutch model 
and nearly 1,000 new matchlocks 
with bayonets. Good firelocks were 
being made slowly. Two Bengalis 
directed casting of big guns, and a 
French engineer made carriages 
and mounted them and trained 
workers to use a boring machine. 
He had a plan for a furnace, too. 
Motivated by Shuja’s reviving am-
bitions, the British asserted greater 
control in Awadh appointing, in 
1773, a resident to Lucknow. They 
also supplied Shuja with 2,000 mus-
kets.

Shuja died in 1775, and in the 
vulnerable moment of succes-
sion, the EIC secured a monopoly 
of Awadh’s plentiful saltpeter, the 
primary ingredient in gunpowder. 
The British then leveraged their 
military support and a promise of 
arms to force Asaf-ud-Daula, the 
new nawab, to dismiss the French-
men in his service. For this, Asaf 

received 5,000 EIC guns – repaired 
by his armorers, at his expense. The 
EIC sold Asaf 14,000 guns for com-
pany battalions stationed in his 
territory. Soon, some of Asaf’s own 
troops were transferred to EIC serv-
ice. With all these measures, the EIC 
co-opted Awadhi military strength – 
and Awadhi gun-manufacture. Asaf 
was permitted to construct an arse-
nal in the new capital, Lucknow, but 
it made guns modelled on British 
guns, and an EIC man served as the 
factory superintendent.

In 1784, a French mercenary 
bought arms there for the Maratha 
leader Mahadji Scindia. By the time 
the superintendent retired in 1787, 
the EIC had depots up-country and 
no longer needed the Lucknow ar-
mory or Asaf’s troops. It put a final 
stop to Awadhi gun manufacture, 
officially prohibiting Europeans 
from making and selling arms for 
native rulers. Asaf remained fasci-
nated by arms, amassing an enor-
mous personal collection.

Mysore saw the same story of 
British proprietary control of tech-
nical knowledge and suppression 
of native industry. Following the 
Second Anglo- Mysore War in 1780, 
the EIC grew wary of selling Hyder 
Ali guns. Hyder Ali put up 20 iron- 
smelting furnaces in Mysore. Upon 
his death in 1782, his son Tipu Sul-
tan built gun manufactories emu-
lating European techniques. French 
observers considered Mysore’s can-
non and firearms equal to the best 
European arms of the time. Indeed, 
Tipu returned French guns that he 
found inferior to his own. His work-
shops included a boring machine 
adapted to bullock power rather 
than a waterwheel – an impressive 
feat of craftsmanship.

After the British defeated and 
killed Tipu in 1799, they shut down 
his manufactories. Company arms 
again flowed into Mysore, ruled by 
a new, pro-British monarchy. Tipu’s 

weapons became European collec-
tors’ prizes. William Congreve, con-
troller of the Royal Laboratory at 
Woolwich, experimented with Mys-
orean rockets, which had been used 
effectively against the British. The 
experiments led to the manufacture 
of rockets with iron tubes for Brit-
ish forces. Indian technical knowl-
edge was shared in the networks of 
Britain’s industrial enlightenment, 
even as Indians were excluded from 
those networks.

The crushing of indigenous arms 
manufacture was essential to 

British colonisation
The British also turned to close 

down knowledge networks and in-
dustry in the Maratha empire. By 
1785, Scindia had ordnance facto-
ries in the Agra area. Maratha mili-
tary culture derived from an elab-
orate military economy like that 
of Birmingham’s, in which skilled 
metalsmiths might as easily craft 
temple ornaments as artillery. In 
Maratha towns, metalworkers and 
wheelwrights might make parts for 
bullock carts or artillery. As in the 
West Midlands, the whole regional 
economy profited from defence 
contracts. Scindia had high- quality 
flintlocks made locally. One merce-
nary described them as ‘very excel-
lent … far superior to the ordinary 
Europe arms’. Maratha small arms 
were better suited to the climate 
and local gunpowder; Maratha can-
non combined iron and brass exte-
riors in an ingenious manner that 
made them lighter and more du-
rable than British versions. British 
military observers admired the ele-
vating screw used in larger cannon, 
which permitted ‘a certain amount 
of interchangeability’.

Scindia bought surplus British 
guns from the Third Anglo- Mysore 
War, in 1792. Despite British efforts 
to dismantle condemned guns be-
fore auctioning them off for use 

in the manufacture of nails and 
bolts, he rebuilt decommissioned 
EIC guns. The clandestine smug-
gling chain involved in this project 
included Indians and Europeans. 
The Marathas sought condemned 
EIC arms despite having their own 
manufacturing capacity; they did 
so because possession of guns was 
about confidence as much as fire-
power, and such was the cachet of 
British arms.

After victory against the Mar-
athas in 1805, the British wasted no 
time in crushing Maratha artillery- 
manufacturing and taking control 
of Maratha small- arms manufac-
turing. Bengal, Mysore and Mar-
atha are just three of many places 
in the Indian subcontinent where 
Britain at great expense and effort 
restricted, curtailed or closed down 
knowledge and capacity for arms 
manufacturing in India. The near 
parity between India and Britain in 
small arms made British conquest 
of the subcontinent slow, costly and 
difficult, and made the crushing of 
indigenous arms manufacture es-
sential.

Perhaps many polities had the 
potential for industrial growth, but 
imperial ambition, generating mili-
tary commitments requiring mass 
levels of supply, ensured that Brit-
ain became the site of industrial 
take-off – and a global arms depot. 
In addition to its geological and ge-
ographical advantages, Britain had 
coercive colonial policies enabling 
jealous control of know-how. Eight-
eenth-century Britons believed in 
the government’s right and obli-
gation to use its might to promote 
industrial prosperity at home and 
strangle it abroad. We too must rec-
ognise the way that war shaped the 
entwined industrial fates of Britain 
and its colonies, and the way that 
power always shapes knowledge-
sharing.

Concluded

F
or the last half of the 20th century, the 
United States was the world’s beacon for 
democracy and economic development 
and India was a laggard. These roles are 

reversing as the end of the second decade of the 
21st century approaches.

India is becoming a beacon and the US is 
becoming a flashlight. In large part, this is a 
consequence of leadership.

India has a leader in Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi who is pursuing the future. The US has 
a leader in Donald Trump who is pursuing the 
past. President Trump is emphasising individu-
alism and isolationism. Prime Minister Modi is 
stressing engagement and expansionism.

Freedom House, in its annual report titled 
“Freedom in the World 2018” released in Janu-
ary, noted that “A long list of troubling devel-
opments contributed to the global decline of 
democracy, but perhaps most striking was the 
accelerating withdrawal of the United States 
from its historical commitment to promoting 
and supporting democracy.”

The report’s aggregate Freedom Score rating 
(aggregate score) for the US in 2017 was 86 out 
of 100 points. Its aggregate score for India was 
77. This shows that, overall, on the dimensions 
being measured, the US scores higher. But its 
score has dropped substantially from 94 in 2008.

Today the majority of the countries that 
rate 90 and above on their aggregate scores are 
older and smaller. They do not have the size or 
stature to assume the international democratic 
leadership mantle if America under the Trump 
Administration relinquishes it.

India does. In the last part of 2017, as Prime 

Minister Modi called for more democratic proc-
esses and participation in India’s political par-
ties, it appears that he may encourage the coun-
try to step forward to take on that obligation.

Time will tell how this plays out. What is cer-
tain, at this point, based upon Modi’s opening 
address at the Davos Word Economic Forum on 
January 23, is that the Prime Minister is using 
India’s democracy as a selling point and putting 
the country centre stage in terms of its own eco-
nomic growth and promotion of international 
cooperation.

In his Davos remarks, Modi stressed that In-
dia is the “largest democracy on planet Earth” 
and provided a litany of the enormous opportu-
nities for companies to invest in “inclusive eco-
nomic development”. He also struck a strong 
free-trade, globalisation note while calling for 
international unity to address the issues of cli-
mate change, terrorism and protectionism.

Modi didn’t directly say that India is open for 
business. But his message, throughout his com-
ments, was that it is.

Trump, on the other hand, in his closing ad-
dress at Davos, stated explicitly that “America is 
open for business...” But the implicit message, 
throughout his comments, was that it is not.

At various points during his speech, Trump 
asserted: “As President, I will always put Ameri-
ca first...”; “The United States will no longer turn 
a blind eye to unfair economic practices...”; “My 
administration is proud to have led historic ef-
forts... to de-nuke the Korean peninsula”.

According to press reports, Trump’s speech 
was fairly well received while he stayed on 
script. Trump was, however, booed when he an-
swered a question after concluding his prepared 
remarks by declaring, “...it wasn’t until I became 
a politician that I realised how nasty, how mean, 

how vicious and how fake the press can be.”
Therein lies the rub. Even in a setting where 

President Trump was trying to present his more 
cooperative side, his inherent combative nature 
and self-centred perspective came though. By 
contrast, Prime Minister Modi was collabora-
tive and ecumenical in his presentation of self 
and India. This was most evident when he con-
cluded his speech by observing:

“If you want wealth with wellness, work in 
India; if you want peace with prosperity, live 
in India; if you want health with whole life, be 
in India. And our promise is that your agenda 
will be part of our destiny. We both will have a 
shared and successful future.”

To sum up: Trump’s nationalistic communi-
cation to the world at Davos was “My way or no 
highway.” Modi’s was “Our way is the skyway.”

America’s retrenchment under Trump leaves 
a leadership vacuum in the world. India under 
Modi appears poised to fill that vacuum.

What stands out and is differentiating about 
Modi is his espousing a positive and construc-
tive agenda in terms of world involvement. 
There is no assurance exactly where India will 
conclude its journey to world leadership. It can 
however be stated unequivocally near the be-
ginning of 2018 that India is on the right trajec-
tory and climbing upward.

It can be stated with equal certainty that the 
US is not. It is on a glide path headed downward. 
This is true because those who live in the past 
and retreat from the playing field are restricting 
their future.

(Frank F. Islam is an entrepreneur, civic and 
thought leader based in Washington, DC. 

The views expressed are personal. He can be 
contacted at ffislam@verizon.net)

F
eeling stressed due to exces-
sive workload? Try running 
for an average five kilometres 
daily. It may not only help 

ward off the stress but also protect 
your memory, claims a new study.

The study found that running 
mitigates the negative impacts 
chronic stress has on the hippocam-
pus -- a brain region responsible for 
learning and memory.

Inside the hippocampus, mem-
ory formation and recall occur 
optimally when the synapses or 
connections between neurons are 
strengthened over time. That process 
of synaptic strengthening is called 
long-term potentiation (LTP).

Chronic or prolonged stress 
weakens the synapses, which de-
creases LTP and ultimately impacts 
memory, the researchers noted.

“Exercise is a simple and cost-
effective way to eliminate the nega-
tive impacts on memory of chronic 
stress,” said lead author Jeff Edwards, 

A s s o c i a t e 
Professor at 
the Brigham 
Young Uni-
versity in Utah 
in the US.

“ W h i l e 
we can’t al-
ways control 
stress in our 
lives, we can 
control how 
much we ex-
ercise. It’s em-
powering to 
know that we 

can combat the negative impacts of 
stress on our brains just by getting 
out and running,” the researcher 
added.

For the findings, published in the 
journal of Neurobiology of Learn-
ing and Memory, the team put one 
group of mice over running wheels 
for four weeks (averaging five kilo-
metres a day). 

Another set of mice was left sed-
entary. Half of each group was then 
exposed to stress-inducing situa-
tions such as walking on an elevated 
platform or swimming in cold water. 

One hour after stress induction, 
researchers carried out electrophysi-
ology experiments on the animals’ 
brains to measure the LTP.

The results showed that the 
stressed mice who had exercised had 
significantly greater LTP and memo-
ry functioning than the stressed mice 
who did not run. 

Source: IANS
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Parrikar suffers food poisoning, 
admitted to Mumbai hospital 
Panaji, Feb. 15 (IANS): Goa Chief Minister Manohar 
Parrikar was on Thursday rushed to the Lilavati 
hospital in Mumbai after being diagnosed with food 
poisoning, an official said. A formal statement is-
sued by the Chief Minister’s Office said that Parrikar 
was in Mumbai for a “routine check-up”. “Chief 
Minister will be unavailable for next two days, as 
he has to undergo a routine check-up in Mumbai,” 
the statement said. A CMO functionary said that 
Parrikar was examined at the state government-run 
Goa Medical College near here late on Wednesday 
night after complaining of stomach pain. “He was 
examined at the Goa Medical College last night, 
where doctors established the cause of his illness as 
food poisoning. He was rushed to Lilavati hospital 
in Mumbai today (Thursday) for furtherexamina-
tion ,’’the official told reporters here.

Army foils infiltration bid along 
LoC in Poonch
Jammu, Feb. 15 (PTI): The Army has foiled an 
infiltration attempt by a group of militants along 
the Line of Control in Poonch district of Jammu 
and Kashmir, a senior Army officer said today. 
m“Suspicious movements by a group of four to 
five militants were noticed along LoC in Mendhar 
sector of Poonch during the night,” the officer said. 
Alert troops engaged the suspected militants and 
fired on them, he said adding that the troops foiled 
their attempt to cross over the LoC. A search opera-
tion is under way in the area. Further details were 
awaited, he said. The incident happened as the 
security forces battle increased attempts by terror-
ist groups to target them in Jammu and Kashmir. 
Last week, Jaish-e-Mohammad terrorists targeted 
an Army camp in Sunjuwan in Jammu in which 
six soldiers and a civilian were killed. On Monday, 
two Lashkar-e-Taiba terrorists attacked a Central 
Reserve Police Force camp in Karan Nagar area in 
Srinagar. After a 32-hour gunbattle, security forces 
killed the attackers.

Court sends suspected IM terror-
ist to police custody
 New Delhi, Feb. 15 (PTI): A Delhi court has sent 
an alleged Indian Mujahideen terrorist, who had 
escaped during the 2008 Batla House encounter 
and was wanted in connection with several blasts, 
to 25 days police custody. Additional Sessions 
Judge Sidharth Sharma gave Delhi Police 25 days to 
conduct Ariz Khan’s custodial interrogation. Khan, 
who was arrested on February 13, was produced 
before the court last evening. Khan was an alleged 
member of IM’s Azamgarh (Sanjarmur) module 
and was based in Nepal where he was teaching at a 
school. His associate, Tauqueer, was arrested earlier 
by the Delhi Police in January this year, police said. 
He was wanted by the Delhi Police in connection 
with serial blasts in September 2008 in the national 
capital in which about 30 people were killed and 
over 100 injured. He was also wanted in the Batla 
House encounter in the same year in which Delhi 
Police Inspector Mohan Chand Sharma was killed. 
He was linked with deadly terror strikes in which 
about 165 people were killed and over 535 were 
injured, police said. Interpol had issued a red corner 
notice against him.

Woman cop tries to swallow bribe 
money after being caught 
Mumbai, Feb. 15 (PTI): A woman police constable 
from Kolhapur in western Maharashtra, who was 
caught allegedly accepting a bribe of Rs 300, tried 
to swallow the money, an official said today. The in-
cident took place yesterday at Chandgad police sta-
tion in Kolhapur. “Dipali Khadke, a woman police 
constable posted at Chandgad police station, was 
caught accepting a bribe of Rs 300 from a 28-year-
old complainant,” the official said. The complainant 
had submitted an application to get a character 
certificate for obtaining passport, he said. “After 
the bribe demand, the complainant approached 
the ACB’s Kolhapur unit and lodged a complaint. 
Accordingly, a trap was laid at the police station’s 
record room yesterday,” he said. When Khadke, who 
has been in the police force for not more than five 
years, realised that she has been caught, she put 
the currency notes into her own mouth and started 
chewing and swallowing them, an official said.
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Nirav Modi: ED seizes diamond, gold 
jewellery worth INR 5100 crore in searches 

TN becoming ‘training centre’ 
for extremists — Minister

Police encounters won’t 
stop — Adityanath 

Can’t have talks with countries 
training guns at us — Venkaiah Naidu

Bengaluru building collapse leaves three dead 

Netanyahu scam: Ratan Tata denies involvementArmy officer grilled over suspected 
leak of classified information

Iran President Hassan 
Rouhani arrives in Hyderabad 

PTI

Rescue workers pull out a body after an under-construction building 
collapsed near Sarjapur road at Kasavanahalli locality in Bengaluru 
on Thursday. 

PTI

Security guards wait outside the showroom of Nirav Modi as 
Enforcement Directorate team raids his showroom and office at Kala 
Ghoda in Mumbai on Thursday.

PTI

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani being received by Hyderabad Governor E. S. L. Narasimhan, Renewable 
Energy Minister RK Singh and Deputy CM Mohammed Mahmood Ali on his arrival at Begumpet Airport 
in Hyderabad on Thursday.

Ratan Tata

Mumbai/New Delhi, 
Feb. 15 (PTI): The En-
forcement Directorate 
conducted searches in 
several properties linked 
to billionaire jewellery 
designer Nirav Modi in 
Mumbai, Delhi and Gu-
jarat today, and seized 
diamond, jewellery and 
gold worth Rs 5,100 crore, 
officials said.

The raids came af-
ter the agency filed a Rs 
280-crore money laun-
dering case against Modi, 
his wife Ami, brother 
Nishal and business part-
ner Mehul Choksi yes-
terday, following a com-
plaint by Punjab National 
Bank.

ED officials, speaking 
on condition of anonym-
ity, said five properties be-
longing to Modi and the 
other accused in Mumbai 
were sealed by the agency. 
It was now planning to 
move the Ministry of Ex-
ternal Affairs with a plea 
to revoke his passport, 
they said.

A g e n c y  s l e u t h s 

Coimbatore, Feb. 15 (PTI): Union min-
ister and senior BJP leader Pon Rad-
hakrishnan has claimed that Tamil Nadu 
no longer remained a peaceful state, but 
is turning out to be a “training centre” for 
extremists.

Addressing a meeting organised by 
various Hindu outfits and the BJP to 
pay homage to those killed in the serial 
bomb blasts here on February 14, 1998, 
he alleged that Tamil Nadu is “becom-
ing a camp and training centre” for such 
forces.

“Tamil Nadu is no longer the peace-
ful state (“amaidhi poonga”)... Naxalites, 
Maoists, Tamil extremists and Islamic 
terrorists have joined hands against the 
administration, which was evident dur-
ing the jallikkattu agitation last year,” the 
Union minister of state for finance and 
shipping alleged.

Stating that these forces were en-
gaged in a long-term planning for the 
next 10-20 years, Radhakrishnan said it 
was not known whether this had been 

brought to the notice of the government 
and the police department.

The massive agitation in support of 
jallikattu at Marina Beach in Chennai 
and elsewhere in the state turned violent 
on January 23 last year, when the agita-
tors continued to protest despite the 
promulgation of an ordinance to allow 
the bull-taming sport.

The minister accused the state 
government of not allowing him to 
pay homage to those killed in the se-
rial blasts 20 years ago - that claimed 
52 lives - during an election rally that 
was to be addressed by BJP veteran L 
K Advani.

He also said the government did 
not allow the construction of a pillar in 
memory of those killed in the blasts.

Later, police briefly detained around 
900 activists of various Hindu outfits and 
the BJP, when they gathered at a short 
distance from the meeting venue and 
attempted to pay homage to those killed 
in the blasts.

Lucknow, Feb .15 (PTI): 
Accusing the opposition 
of sympathising with 
criminals, Uttar Pradesh 
Chief Minister Yogi Adi-
tyanath today declared 
in the state Legislative 
Council that police en-
counters in the state 
would not stop.

A total of 40 dread-
ed criminals have been 
gunned down in 1200 
encounters, and this will 
continue, the chief min-
ister said.

He was replying to 
Devendra Pratap Singh’s 
(BJP) question on pro-
priety pertaining to the 
February 13 directive of 
Chairman Ramesh Ya-
dav asking the Yogi Adity-

anath government to get 
a CBI probe conducted 
into three cases, including 
of two police encounters.

“It is unfortunate that 
some people are showing 
sympathy toward crimi-
nals.

 This is dangerous for 
democracy. The Noida 
incident which took place 
on February 3, in which 
Jitendra Yadav was hit by 
a bullet was not a police 
encounter, and police 
does not count it as an 
encounter. 

L a t e r,  C h a i r m a n 
Ramesh Yadav said he 
would reserve his de-
cision on the question 
of propriety raised by 
Singh.

New Delhi, Feb. 15 (IANS): 
Without naming Pakistan, 
Vice President M. Venkai-
ah Naidu on Thursday 
said that talks cannot be 
held with countries that 
have trained their guns 
at India.

“We are open to con-
flicting views but we are 
not so open to senseless 
violence and irrational 
terrorism,” Naidu said 
while releasing here a set 
of five books on Indian 
foreign policy published 
by think tank Indian 
Council for World Affairs 
(ICWA). 

He referred to former 
Prime Minister Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee’s statement that 
one can change friends 
but one cannot change 
neighbours and said: 

“There is no intention to 
change neighbours, but 
there should be change 
in attitude.” Describing 
terrorism as an enemy of 
mankind which has no 
religion, Naidu said that 
no religion condones or 
preaches terrorism.

Stating that people on 
both sides of the border 
love each other because 
of past history, he said 
that, however, some peo-
ple are giving “unasked 
advice” to engage in dia-
logue.

“They should also 
know the reality on the 
ground and what is hap-
pening. It is a fact and it is 
known to everybody that 
our neighbour is aiding, 
abetting, funding, train-
ing terrorists,” the Vice 

President said.
Stating that this was 

affecting the relationship, 
he said that that is why 
India’s stand has been 
that talks and terror can’t 
go together.

“We can’t have talks 
with countries that have 
trained their guns at us,” 
Naidu asserted. “Some 
educated leaders are sug-
gesting that we should 
engage in a dialogue with 
one of our neighbours 
who is fomenting trouble 
and encouraging cross-
border terrorism. 

He said that India does 
not have any problem 
with any other country 
in the world and gave as 
an example India’s good 
ties with both Israel and 
Palestine.

Bengaluru, Feb. 15 (PTI): 
A five-storey building un-
der construction today 
collapsed in the city, kill-
ing at least three persons 
and injuring seven others.

Several others are 
feared trapped, police 
said.

The injured have been 
shifted to a nearby hos-
pital while rescue opera-
tions have been taken up 
on a war-footing.

The condition of one 
of the injured is said to be 
critical.

Police said the under 
construction building at 
Kasavanahalli suddenly 
collapsed about 3.30 pm, 
trapping many.

Fire brigade and po-
lice personnel, who were 
informed, launched res-

Mumbai, Feb. 15 (IANS): 
Hours after his name fig-
ured in the Israeli Police 
recommendations seek-
ing to indict Prime Minis-
ter Benjamin Netanyahu 
for corruption, Indian 
businessman Ratan N. 
Tata on Thursday termed 
the reports factually in-
correct and apparently 
motivated. 

Hollywood producer 
Arnon Milvhan report-
edly attempted to pro-
mote a free trade zone on 
the Israel-Jordan border 
as part of his partnership 
with Tata according to 
reports appearing in an 
Israeli news media outlet, 
Ynetnews.

“According to the 
police, the most glaring 
example of Netanyahu 
working against Israel’s 
interests to benefit Mil-
chan was his efforts (to) 
promote a free trade zone 
on the Israel-Jordan bor-
der, a project the Hol-
lywood producer sought 
to promote as part of his 
partnership with Indian 

Lucknow, Feb. 15 (IANS): 
The army is investigat-
ing a Lieutenant Colonel 
posted in the Army Base 
Workshop at Jabalpur in 
Madhya Pradesh over 
suspected leak of classi-
fied information through 
IT devices, a Central 
Command spokesperson 
said here on Thursday.

His computer’s hard 
disk, laptop and his mo-
bile phone have been 
seized by Military Intel-
ligence (MI) personnel.

According to a state-
ment from the Indian 
Army’s Central Com-
mand, headquartered in 
Lucknow, a preliminary 
inquiry was ordered on 
February 12 to ascertain 
the facts about the sus-
pected leak of informa-
tion from the officer’s IT 
devices.

The officer had been 
questioned only as part 
of the ongoing inquiry 
and nothing else, and 
therefore, he was per-

forming his routine du-
ties in the unit, the state-
ment said.

“Evidence related to 
the case including digital 
evidence has been seized 
and sent for further fo-
rensic analysis”.

Reports of the de-
tention of the officer, 
“honey trapping”, money 
exchange, etc., at this 
stage could at best be de-
scribed as pure specula-
tion and neither accurate 
nor substantiated, the 
statement underlined.

The case assumes 
extra significance as it 
comes close on the heels 
of the arrest of Indian Air 
Force officer Arun Mar-
wah on similar charges. 
Marwah was “honey-
trapped” by girls and 
was sending classified 
information out of the 
country.

He was questioned 
for 10 days and then re-
manded to 14-day judi-
cial custody.

Hyderabad, Feb. 15 
(PTI): Iran President 
Hassan Rouhani arrived 
in Hyderabad today on 
a three-day India visit 
during which the two 
countries will discuss re-
gional and international 
issues of mutual interest.
Union Minister of State 
for Power R K Singh and 
Telangana and Andhra 
Pradesh Governor ESL 
Narasimhan received 
him at the Begumpet air-
port. “He is scheduled to 

address Muslim intellec-
tuals, scholars and cler-
ics in the city at 6.30 pm 
today,” an official said.

During his two-day 
visit to the city, President 
Rouhani, who is accom-
panied by a 21-member 
delegation, will also meet 
people of Iranian-origin 
living in Hyderabad.

He will address a con-
gregation at the historic 
Mecca Masjid in Hydera-
bad tomorrow after of-
fering Friday prayers, 

the official said, adding 
that religious scholars 
will also participate in 
the session. Rouhani is 
also expected to visit his-
toric sites, including the 
Qutub Shahi tombs at 
Golconda here.

This is Rouhani’s sec-
ond visit to Hyderabad 
and the first after becom-
ing president. He would 
stay at the Taj Krishna 
hotel tonight, and leave 
for New Delhi tomorrow 
evening.

swooped down on at least 
10 premises linked to the 
case early this morning. 
They searched Modi’s res-
idence in Kurla, jewellery 
boutique in Kala Ghoda 
area, three company of-
fices in Bandra and Lower 
Parel in Mumbai, three 
premises in Surat in Gu-
jarat and Modi’s show-
rooms in Chanakyapuri 
and Defence Colony in 
Delhi.

Diamond, jewellery 

and gold worth Rs 5,100 
crore have been seized 
during the searches, the 
officials said.

The ED filed the case 
under the Prevention 
of Money Laundering 
Act (PMLA) after going 
through a CBI FIR regis-
tered early this month.

It is understood that 
the ED also went through 
the PNB complaint that 
was made out against 
Modi and others.

The agency, they said, 
would probe if the al-
legedly defrauded bank 
funds were laundered 
and these proceeds of 
crime were subsequently 
used by the accused to 
create illegal assets and 
black money.

Modi (46), a regular 
feature on the lists of 
rich and famous Indians 
since 2013, was booked 
by the CBI, along with 
wife, brother and busi-
ness partner Choksi on 
January 31, for allegedly 
cheating the state-run 
Punjab National Bank 
to the tune of Rs 280 
crore.

The bank has sent two 
more complaints to the 
CBI on Tuesday, saying 
the scam was worth more 
than Rs 11,400 crore.

The ED has enllarged 
its probe to look into 
the charge of fraud of Rs 
11,400 crore, agency of-
ficials said.

The CBI also raided 
the residences of Modi, 
his brother, wife and 

Choksi, all partners of 
Diamond R US, Solar 
Exports and Stellar Dia-
monds and two bank of-
ficials -- Gokulnath Shetty 
(now retired) and Manoj 
Kharat, who were also 
named in the FIR as ac-
cused.

“The public servants 
committed abuse of of-
ficial position to cause 
pecuniary advantage to 
Diamond R US, Solar Ex-
ports, Stellar Diamonds 
and a wrongful loss of 
Rs 280.70 crore to Pun-
jab National Bank during 
2017,” the CBI FIR has 
alleged.

The bank had also al-
leged in the complaint 
that a fraudulent issuance 
of Letters of Undertakings 
(LOU) took place on Janu-
ary 16, 2018 for and on be-
half of the accused firms, 
which approached the 
bank and presented a set 
of import documents to 
the branch with a request 
to allow buyers credit for 
making payment to over-
seas suppliers.

industrialist Ratan Naval 
Tata,” Ynetnews reported.

Tata, 80, has contested 
the allegations in a state-
ment here: “The reports 
in the media of a ‘partner-
ship with Arnon Milchan’ 
and the claim of ‘a huge 
profit’ are both factually 
incorrect and appear to 
be motivated.”

The former Chairman 
of Tata Sons, the salt-to-
software conglomer-
ate, added that the ‘Tata 
project’ being referred 
to in the Israeli media 

was a proposal received 
by Tata in 2009 from the 
Israeli establishment. It 
sought the assistance of 
Tata organisation in pre-
paring a concept plan, as 
part of a broader peace 
initiative with Palestine, 
for a low volume automo-
tive assembly plant on the 
banks of the Jordan river, 
said the Tata statement.

The intention was to 
provide skilled employ-
ment to Palestinians. To 
be viable, the plan envis-
aged the establishment 

of a free trade corridor to 
Haifa to facilitate exports 
and offset higher logistics 
costs in Israel.

“These discussions on 
the project were directly 
held between a Tata team 
and the Israeli authori-
ties and not with Arnon 
Milchan as stated by the 
Israeli media. Tata wishes 
to clarify once again that 
there has never been any 
partnership in any such 
project with Milchan,” it 
said.

A broad concept plan 
for a low output automo-
bile assembly plant was 
prepared by Tata Motors. 
It never reached the stage 
of detailed planning or 
costing as the peace ini-
tiative itself was not put 
in place. The car project 
died a natural death.

During Tata’s visit to 
Tel Aviv on November 1, 
2017 to address a confer-
ence on Mobility, he met 
a team of Israeli investiga-
tors at their request and 
enunciated these facts to 
them.

cue operations assisted 
by local people.

Two labourers were 
found dead under the 
debris while one of the 
rescued succumbed to 

injuries in hospital, Ben-
galuru Mayor R Sampath 
Raj said.

Deputy commissioner 
of police of Whitefield 
division, Abdul Ahad said 

the building belonged to 
one Rafique from HSR 
Layout.

“We are gathering 
more information.It was 
developed to accommo-
date paying guests but 
later the owner tried to 
convert it into a commer-
cial building,” he said.

The construction had 
started six years ago but 
was stopped midway. 
Six months ago, the con-
struction began, the dep-
uty commissioner said.

It is learnt that there 
were labourers from other 
states as well. Raj said 
the building collapsed 
because of weak founda-
tion. “Rescue team is at 
work.... the rescuers have 
gone inside the building,” 
he said.
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South African President Jacob Zuma addresses the nation and the 
press at the government’s Union Buildings in Pretoria, South Africa.

PTI

Parents wait for news after a report of a shooting at Marjory Stone-
man Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida.

Hafiz Saeed

John Sullivan

South African President quits; 
Ramaphosa is acting President 

US seeks to mend ties with EuropeNepal’s top Communist leader 
Oli back at the helm as PM 

Australian PM accused of being ‘deceitful’

Will challenge govt’s ‘illegal’ action in court; says Saeed Dangerous to advocate confrontation 
— Chinese envoy to US

17 killed in Florida school shooting; ex-student arrested 

NEWS IN BRIEF
Mexico prez candidate Patricio 
hurt; one dead in crash
Mexico City, Feb. 15 (PTI/AP): Mexican inde-
pendent presidential candidate Maria de Jesus 
Patricio was injured in a road crash that also 
killed a person riding in her caravan and injured 
two others. The National Indigenous Council 
said in a brief statement yesterday that a vehicle 
carrying Patricio and 10 other people went off a 
highway in the state of Baja California Sur. The 
group said a woman it did not identify was killed 
and council member Francisco Grado was in 
serious condition. Patricio and council member 
Lucero Islava also had injuries, the statement 
said, but gave no details. The newspaper La Jor-
nada published a photo of emergency workers 
assisting Patricio as she walked next to an am-
bulance and a picture of a white van resting on 
its roof in a desert countryside. The paper said 
Patricio’s left arm was broken. Patricio, a Nahua 
indigenous healer from Jalisco state known 
popularly as “Marichuy,” has been running as an 
independent candidate seeking to get a place on 
the July 1 presidential ballot.

Syria ‘repels’ Israeli surveillance 
aircraft : State media
Damascus, Feb. 15 (PTI/AFP): Syria today re-
pelled Israeli surveillance planes that breached its 
southern border, state media reported, days after 
an Israeli fighter jet was downed during raids on 
the war-torn country. “Syrian air defences have 
repelled Israeli surveillance planes over Quneitra, 
forcing them to leave Syrian airspace,” the official 
SANA news agency said. On Saturday, the Syrian 
government said it fended off an Israeli raid on 
a military base in the centre of the country, hit-
ting more than one warplane. That came after 
the Israeli military said one of its fighter jets had 
crashed after it came under heavy fire from Syrian 
air defences during strikes against “Iranian tar-
gets” in the war-hit country. Israel has carried out 
dozens of air strikes on the Syrian armed forces 
and their allies since the civil war broke out in 
2011. Iran with Russia is the main military backer 
of the Damascus government.

Two killed in Afghanistan blast
Kabul, Feb. 15 (IANS): At least two persons, in-
cluding a child, were killed in a blast in Afghani-
stan’s Samangan province on Thursday, the police 
said. The blast hit a house in Aybak city, the capital 
of the province, a police spokesman said. “A mine 
planted into the house of a tribal elder in Aybak 
city went off, killing two persons and injuring two 
others,” the official told Xinhua news agency.

Two Russians jailed in US for 
hacking
New York, Feb. 15 (IANS): Two Russians were 
sentenced to 12 years and four years in prison, 
respectively, for hacking computer networks of 
major companies in the US, the New Jersey Dis-
trict Attorney’s office said. Vladimir Drinkman, 
37, and Dmitriy Smilianets, 34, were members 
of a network of hackers who raised hundreds of 
millions of dollars in the largest cybercrime ever 
uncovered in the US. Both were arrested in the 
Netherlands on June 28, 2012, and were sub-
sequently extradited to the US to face criminal 
charges brought against them, Efe news reported. 
The gang gained access to 160 million credit card 
numbers connected to Carrefour, Nasdaq, Dow 
Jones and JetBlue Airways database, the DA office 
said on Wednesday. The two had pleaded guilty to 
charges of conspiring to illegally access comput-
ers and conspiring to commit wire fraud.  Drink-
man received a 12-year prison sentence, while 
Smilianets four years and four months, which he 
has already served while awaiting the sentence. 
Some of the other remaining members of the 
gang are also facing charges in other US states, 
while three are still absconding.

Johannesburg, Feb. 15 
(IANS): South African 
President Jacob Zuma, 
who survived a string of 
corruption scandals and 
harsh court judgments 
during his nearly nine-
year presidency, has quit 
finally after intense pres-
sure from the ruling Af-
rican National Congress 
(ANC).

Deputy President and 
ANC’s new leader Cyril 
Ramaphosa is now the 
acting President until 
the National Assembly 
elects a new President‚ 
South Africa’s Times Live 
reported.

Despite an earlier 
show of defiance, Zuma 
announced his resigna-
tion in a 30-minute fare-
well address to the nation 
on late Wednesday, just 
an hour before the dead-
line set for him by the 
ANC, in an effort to avoid 
dividing the party.

Zuma said he was re-
signing even though he 
disagreed with the ANC’s 
decision.

“No life should be lost 
in my name and also the 
ANC should never be di-
vided in my name. I have 
therefore come to the de-
cision to resign as Presi-
dent of the republic with 
immediate effect even 
though I disagree with the 

Washington, Feb. 15 
(IANS): The US Depart-
ment of State has an-
nounced that Deputy 
Secretary of State John 
Sullivan will visit five Eu-
ropean nations staring 
Friday and seek to mend 
bilateral ties with them.

Starting February 16 
upto February 23, the 
tour is aimed at mending 
cross-Atlantic ties that 
have been strained after 
the Donald Trump ad-
ministration assumed 
office in January 2017, 
Xinhua news agency re-
ported. Sullivan will arrive 
in Munich on February 16 
to attend the Munich Se-
curity Conference, kick-
ing off his visit to Germa-
ny, Italy, Ukraine, Latvia 
and Belgium. 

He will participate in a 
nuclear security and arms 
control panel discussion 
with foreign government 

decision of the leadership 
of my organisation. I have 
always been a disciplined 
member of the ANC,” he 
said. He said he wished to 
be removed in line with 
the Constitution, the BBC 
reported. 

Zuma, a former mem-
ber of the ANC’s military 
wing in the days of apart-
heid, rose through the 
ranks of the party to be-
come the President. He 
led the country for more 
than a third of its time 
after apartheid.

But he leaves office 
with several scandals 
hanging over him and 
with South Africa’s econ-
omy in dire straits.

He apologized to the 
nation for the errors com-

mitted during his term in 
office. Speaking in Zulu, 
he said he believed he had 
performed the task given 
to him by the country, but 
where he had erred, “may 
I please be forgiven”.

The ANC said Zuma’s 
resignation provided “cer-
tainty to the people of 
South Africa”.

Influence peddling in 
his administration was so 
widespread, according to 
the nation’s former public 
protector, that it became 
a form of state capture in 
which Zuma’s business 
partners or friends influ-
enced government deci-
sions for their personal 
interest.

His resignation ended 
an extraordinary day in 

the South African politics, 
which had begun with a 
dawn raid on the contro-
versial Gupta family -- a 
clan of Indian-born busi-
nessmen -- at the centre 
of the graft allegations 
levelled against Zuma.

The Guptas have been 
accused of “state cap-
ture” -- using their close 
ties with Zuma to influ-
ence ministerial appoint-
ments, secure multi-mil-
lion dollar government 
contracts and gain access 
to inside information.

Meanwhile, acting 
President Ramaphosa 
said South Africa was 
coming out of a “period 
of uncertainty, a period of 
darkness and getting into 
a new phase”.

Neeshan Balton, the 
executive director of the 
Ahmed Kathrada founda-
tion, an NGO dedicated to 
the values of the freedom 
struggle, said Zuma’s res-
ignation would be greeted 
by a “sigh of relief from all 
South Africans”.

“For the first time in 
almost a decade, South 
Africans can rejoice that 
the sun has set on the 
Zuma era. We can finally 
celebrate that the Presi-
dent, who had become 
a symbol of the erosion 
of state integrity, has left 
office,” he said.

Washington, Feb. 15 
(IANS): At least 17 stu-
dents and teachers were 
killed as a heavily-armed 
19-year-old went on a 
shooting spree outside 
and inside his former 
high school in Florida 
state in the US, authori-
ties said. The shooter 
was arrested an hour 
later.

The horrific violence 
unfolded on Wednesday 
at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High in Park-
land, which ironically was 
voted Florida’s safest city 
last year.

The gunman, armed 
with a semi-automatic 
AR-15 rifle, was identified 
as Nikolas Cruz, who had 
been expelled from the 
school for “disciplinary 
reasons”, the New York 
Times reported. 

He began his rampage 
outside the school short-

ly before dismissal time 
around 2.40 p.m. He then 
made his way inside and 
proceeded down hall-
ways, firing at frightened 
students and teachers 
who were scurrying for 
cover.

Students huddled 
in horror in their class-
rooms, with some using 
their phones to share 
the massacre on social 
media. 

Fo o t a g e  s h ow e d 
s p r a w l e d  b o d i e s , 
screams and gunfire that 
began with a few shots 
and then seemed to go 
on and on. 

Cruz killed 12 people 
inside the school and 
three outside, Broward 
County Sheriff Scott 
Israel said. Two more 
victims succumbed in 
hospitals. 

The mass murderer 
was arrested at Coral 

Springs, a neighbouring 
city, about an hour after 
fleeing the scene, the au-
thorities said. 

He had slipped out of 
the building by mixing in 
with crowds of panicky 
students. 

In addition to the rifle, 
Sheriff Israel said Cruz 
had “countless maga-
zines”.

Students recalled ter-
ror and confusion in the 
aftermath of the shooting. 
An English class was go-
ing on when the shooting 
began.

“We had a fire drill ear-
ly in the day, so we really 
didn’t know what was go-
ing on,” said Ryan Kadel, a 
17-year-old student. “We 
went outside and we saw 
a security guard on a golf 
cart driving really fast and 
yelling at us to run.”

The gunman had 
clearly prepared for the 
attack, Senator Bill Nel-
son of Florida said after 
speaking to the FBI, the 
Times said.

“The shooter wore 
a gas mask, had smoke 
grenades and he set off 
the fire alarm so the kids 
would come out of the 
classrooms,” said Nelson. 

Sheriff Israel said he 
did not know the gun-
man’s motive. 

He said a football 
coach was among the 
dead. Twelve of the 17 
dead had been identified 
by Wednesday night.

Cruz was enrolled at 

another Broward County 
school. Sheriff Israel said 
law enforcement officials 
had discovered “very, very 
disturbing” material on 
Cruz’s social media ac-
counts.

His Instagram ac-
count showed several 
photos of guns. One ap-
peared to show a gun’s 
holographic laser sight 
pointed at a neighbour-
hood street. 

Another showed six 
rifles and handguns laid 
out on a bed. The most 
disturbing appeared to 
show a bloodied dead 
frog.

Jim Gard, who was 
Cruz’s maths teacher at 
the school in 2016, said 
the student appeared to 
be a “quiet” one. 

He said that after the 
shooting, he learned from 
several students that Cruz 
was obsessed with a girl at 
the school to the point of 
stalking her, the Washing-
ton Post reported.

The shooting, among 
the 10 deadliest mass 
shootings in modern US 
history, revived debate 
over gun control while 
American politicians of-
fered their condolences.

“My prayers and con-
dolences to the families 
of the victims of the ter-
rible Florida shooting. 
No child, teacher or any-
one else should ever feel 
unsafe in an American 
school,” US President 
Donald Trump said.

officials to reaffirm the 
US stance on global nu-
clear security. Sullivan 
will then travel to Rome 
to talk about cooperation 
on Ukraine, Libya and 
the Islamic State (IS), and 
deliver remarks at the 
American Studies Cen-
tre to discuss US-Italian 
cooperation on global 
security issues.

He will visit Kiev on 
February 21 to meet 

Ukrainian President Petro 
Poroshenko, Prime Min-
ister Volodymyr Groys-
man and Foreign Minis-
ter Pavlo Klimkin. 

The US diplomat will 
stress the importance 
of Ukraine speeding up 
credible economic and 
anti-corruption reforms 
and also underscore US 
support for its sovereignty 
and territorial integrity, 
according to the State De-

Kathmandu, Feb. 15 
(PTI): K P Sharma Oli, 
who joined politics as 
a student activist in his 
teenage and spent 14 
years in jail for opposing 
the now-abolished mon-
archy, rose to become 
Nepal’s Prime Minster for 
a second time.

Known for his pro-
China stance, 65-year-
old Oli had earlier served 
as the country’s prime 
minister from 2015 to 
2016 during which Kath-
mandu’s ties with New 
Delhi had strained.

Oli, who had publicly 
criticised New Delhi for 
interfering in Nepal’s in-
ternal matters and ac-
cused it of toppling his 
government, last month 
after his sweeping poll 
victory said his party 
would forge a partner-
ship with India to move 
forward the country to-
wards the path of eco-
nomic prosperity.

In 2015, when Nepal 
adopted a new Consti-
tution that split it into 
seven states, the ethnic 
Madhesi group, mostly of 
Indian-origin, protested 
for months, saying they 
were not getting enough 
territory in one of the 
provinces and were also 
facing discrimination. 
The issue had strained 
Indo-Nepal ties.

He was raised by his 
grandmother after his 
mother died of smallpox.

He left his school in 
Class 9th and joined poli-
tics. He, however, did In-
termediate level in Arts 
from jail later.

Oli started his political 
career as a student activ-
ist in 1966 by joining the 
fight against autocratic 
Panchayat System under 
the direct rule of the King.

He joined the Com-
munist Party of Nepal in 
February 1970 and got 
arrested for the first time 
in 1970.

Oli is one of the few 
political leaders of Nepal 
who spent several years 
in jail, He was imprisoned 
for 14 consecutive years 
from 1973 to 1987.

After his release from 
prison, he became a cen-
tral committee member 
of UML in-charge of the 
Lumbini Zone until 1990.

Oli was elected as 
leader of the CPN-UML 
Parliamentary Party in 
the Second Constituent 
Assembly on February 
4, 2014, defeating par-
ty chairman Jhala Nath 
Khanal.

Oli had also served as 
the minister of home af-
fairs in 1994 1995. He was 
re-elected to the House 
of Representatives from 
Jhapa electorate no 2 in 
1999.

Oli won the recent 
parliamentary polls from 
the Jhapa-5 constituen-
cy by more than 28,000 
votes.

Canberra, Feb. 15 (IANS): Aus-
tralian Prime Minister Malcolm 
Turnbull has been labelled as “de-
ceitful” over his public rejection of 
enshrining an indigenous voice in 
the nation’s constitution.

Noel Pearson, an indigenous 
leader from Cape York in far north 
Queensland, and other members 
of the Referendum Council on 
Thursday expressed their outrage 
with the Prime Minister over an 
answer he gave in Parliamentary 
Question Time on Tuesday, Xinhua 
news reported.

In response to a question from 
Opposition Leader Bill Shorten, 
Turnbull told Parliament that 
he had warned the Referendum 
Council that “a representative body 
available only to Indigenous Aus-
tralians” was “inconsistent with 
a fundamental principle of our de-
mocracy.” The Referendum Council 
is a body that was appointed by 
Turnbull and Shorten to advise on 
the best way to formally recognise 
the indigenous population in the 
Australian Constitution.

In June 2017, the council rec-

ommended that a referendum 
should be held on establishing 
an indigenous advisory body that 
would be consulted by Parliament 
on legislation and policy affecting 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people. However, Turnbull rejected 
the proposal.

Pearson said that Turnbull’s as-
sertion on Tuesday was contrary 
to the advice given to the council 
in November 2016 that he would 
genuinely consider any proposal 
made by the council, including the 
‘voice’ to the Parliament.

Lahore, Feb. 15 (PTI): 
Mumbai attack master-
mind Hafiz Saeed has 
said he will challenge the 
government’s “illegal” ac-
tion in the court of law 
after Pakistan launched a 
crackdown on seminaries 
and health facilities run 
by him.

Under pressure to act 
against banned groups, 
Pakistan took control of 
a seminary and four dis-
pensaries run by Saeed-
linked Jamaat-ud-Dawa 
(JuD) and Falah-i-Insani-
at Foundation (FIF).

“After detaining me 
for 10 months without 
any legal ground, the gov-
ernment has now issued 
a notification regarding 
taking over our schools, 
dispensaries, ambu-
lances and other assets. 
It will hamper our relief 
operations in Punjab, Ba-
lochistan, Sindh, Azad 
Kashmir and northern 
areas,” Saeed said after 
the government’s action.

According to the inte-

partment on Wednesday.
His next stop will be 

in Riga on February 22 
where he will meet sen-
ior Latvian officials to re-
affirm commitment to 
NATO’s Article 5, which 
considers an attack 
against one ally to be an 
attack on all allies.

Brussels will be his 
last stop on February 23. 
Sullivan will participate 
in the Sahel donors’ con-
ference and discuss US 
continued support for the 
development, security 
and political issues of the 
African region.

Bilateral discords have 
surfaced around the US’ 
withdrawal from the Paris 
climate accord, Wash-
ington’s recognition of 
Jerusalem as the Israeli 
capital, and its constant 
push for Europe to in-
crease the latter’s share of 
defence expenses.

rior ministry notification, 
a copy of which available 
with PTI, “the federal gov-
ernment is pleased to di-
rect that requisite actions 
with regard to freezing 
and taking over of assets 
(movable, immovable 
and human resource) as-
sociated with JuD and FIF 
shall be taken in pursu-
ance of Ordinance No II 
of 2018.” 

The notification issu-
ance date is February 10.

Punjab Provincial Law 
Minister Rana Sanaul-
lah has also said that on 

the interior ministry’s 
directions, Hafiz Saeed 
and his charities have 
been banned to oper-
ate in Pakistan and the 
government have already 
started taking over all the 
facilities, offices, schools, 
dispensaries and semi-
naries that belong to the 
JuD and FIF.

In a message to his 
workers, Saeed appealed 
for calm and asked them 
not give any violent reac-
tion to the government 
action against their chari-
ties.

“This is the most diffi-
cult time but the workers 
must remain peaceful. 
The rulers are acting like 
more loyal than a king. 
India never bothered to 
implement UN resolu-
tions on Kashmir but our 
rulers have got passed the 
president ordinance to 
take action against patri-
otic organisations like JuD 
and FIF,” he said.

Saeed said the Pakista-
ni government is “taking 
extreme action against 
us” to please America and 
India. “We will fight our 
case in court against this 
illegal action,” said Saeed, 
who heads the charity 
JuD, believed to be a front 
for Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) 
terror group.

Pakistan has come 
under intense pressure 
to rein in terror groups 
after US President Don-
ald Trump accused the 
country of harbouring 
terrorists and suspended 
nearly USD 2 billion in 
security assistance to it.

Washington, Feb. 15 
(IANS): Chinese Am-
bassador to the US Cui 
Tiankai has said that it 
would be dangerous to 
advocate confrontation 
and instead expressed 
confidence that com-
mon interest and dia-
logue would outgrow any 
friction between the two 
nations.

“It’s certainly paranoid 
to fear that a China that 
follows its own path of 
development would be 
confrontational to the US. 

“And it’s dangerous to 
advocate any strategy for 
confrontation (against 
China),” Xinhua quoted 
Cui as saying at the Spring 
Festival reception in the 
Chinese Embassy on 
Tuesday.

The Sino-US rela-
tionship “should be 
characterised by over-
all cooperation. Friendly 
competition,... but no 
confrontation,” Cui said.

The need for coopera-
tion will far outweigh any 
differences... Dialogues 
will lead us to solutions,” 
Cui said.

Noting that the Chi-
nese new year will be 
the Year of the Dog, Cui 
said “dogs are seen as 
loyal, sincere, and trust-
ing companions in both 
Chinese and the western 
cultures. I believe such 
virtues are equally essen-
tial for relations between 
countries.”

US Senator Shelley 
Capito of West Virginia, 
who attended the event, 
said: 

“Our state is really ex-
cited about the invest-
ment that’s going to come 
from China and we think 
it’s going to be a game 
changer...”

She was referring to a 
$83.7 billion investment 
pledge China has made 
during Trump’s state visit 
to Beijing in 2017.
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‘Tomb Raider’ to release in India before US

Dev Patel to star in David Copperfield film

EASTERN MIRROR: For those who may 
be new to your music, how best would you 
describe yourself as a musician?

Angeu Disuang:  I’m Angeu 
Disuang loved ones call me Anio, a music 
enthusiast who started singing at the very 
early age. Gospel, pop, ballad, country mu-
sic has always been my favourite. I was the 
finalist of Gospel voice hunt 2015 and also 
the winner of Naga Talents Promo 2016. I’m 
determined in chasing my dreams to be a 
great music artist.

EASTERN MIRROR: Your influences?
Angeu Disuang: My deep love for 

music was my greatest influence, of course, 
my family and friends were also part of it.

EASTERN MIRROR: Do you wish to take 
music as a profession or.....and where do 
you wish to see yourself ten years from 
now?

Angeu Disuang: Yes, I wish to take 
music as a profession.

To be a pioneer in giving the greatest 
platform and biggest role to all the musi-
cians and encourage them in all possible 
tasks. And definitely spreading the wings of 
Naga musicians in other parts too.

EASTERN MIRROR: What is your debut 
“Carry On” all about?

Angeu Disuang: My debut single “carry 
on” is to appeal every individual to be sturdy 
in times of adversity and carry on to find 
consolation in the long run.

EASTERN MIRROR: How was your experi-
ence of being a part of Gospel Voice Hunt 
and Naga Talents Promo?

Angeu Disuang: Well.... To be 
honest before joining G. V. H and N. T. P I 
was quite new in music arena though I love 
singing. My participation in this show has 
really shaped me up and rebuild my weak-
nesses in a different angle and the experi-
ence of every stage of the show built me up 
stronger and mature in the field of music.

EASTERN MIRROR: Would you like to 
share some challenges that you face as a 
musician?

Angeu Disuang: We all know the 

fact that music 
has and al-
ways played a 
significant role 
in reviving so many 
souls, whether it might 
be Gospel, pop, love, rock, folk, 
etc and we have seen so many 
great artists in so many 
centuries, but the popular-
ity and demand of Naga 
musician is very less and is 
given less attention though 
people love it. This really puts 
the morale down for so many 
artists. I think this is the big-
gest challenge in my view.

EASTERN MIRROR: If you 
could collaborate with 
anybody going forward, who 
would you choose and why?

Angeu Disuang: There 
are so many good artists and 
musicians who really touched 
my soul with their songs. Indeed 
I could say that every Naga art-
ist is significantly blessed with one 
or the other thing. So, I think working 
with any good artist will be my greatest 
honour, because I will learn so many 
new things that will help in shaping my 
musical career and bring it to the next 
level.

Eastern Mirror: Favourite quote.
Angeu Disuang: Be a change, 

don’t be a daydreamer.

Angeu Disuang commonly known as Anio is a music enthusiast 
who started singing at a very young age in churches and various other public 
spaces.

Anio who is the winner of Naga Talents Promo 2016 and also one of the 
finalists of Gospel Voice Hunt 2015, says that her participation shaped her and 
rebuilt her into a stronger and more matured musician.

Her debut single “Carry On” is an appeal to every individual to stay strong 
in times of adversity and carry on to find consolation in the long run.

Anio is presently pursuing vocal classes at School of Music and Art in 
Dimapur  and is determined to chase her dream of becoming a well known 
musician.

Eastern Mirror shares exclusive insights of the artist’s musical journey 
in today’s Rhythm of Love

Indian-origin British actor Dev Patel is set to play David Copperfield in the new retelling 
of Charles Dickens’ story -- “The Personal History of David Copperfield”. The film will 
be directed and written by “Veep” creator Armando Iannucci, reports variety.com. The 
project will offer a modern take on Dickens’ title character as he navigates a chaotic 
world to find his elusive place within it.  The original “David Copperfield” was first pub-
lished in 1850 and describes the journey of the titular protagonist, who was modelled 
after Dickens himself, from impoverished childhood to becoming a successful author, 
thanks to perseverance and despite a lack of personal discipline. Kevin Loader and Ian-
nucci will produce the feature, which was developed with FilmNation. He is directing 
from a script he wrote with Simon Blackwell. (IANS)

TickeT raTes
Silver Rs. 80, Gold Rs. 150

Platinum Rs. 320

Padman: 
11 am and 2 pm

Black Panther: 
5 pm and 8 pm

HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule

Music is something the world would be lost without! We feel it, we breathe it, we love it!  Eastern 
Mirror’s - Rhythm of Love- connects our readers to music through conversation with artists as they 
share their  experience with their love …… MUSIC
Music moves us, opens our emotions - passing all barriers. Music is a piece that we can all connect 
to so Readers get connected with your favorite artists every Friday with Rhythm of Love.

Little did we know

KG-2323 KG-2324

“
Tomb Raider”, based on a popular 
reboot of a video game with the 
same name, will release in India a 
week before it opens in the US.

The Warner Bros. Pictures project, 
featuring Alicia Vikander as Lara Croft, 
will release in India on March 9, read a 
statement. 

In the film, audiences will see Croft 

going in search of her father’s last 
known destination: a fabled tomb on 
a mystical island that might be some-
where off the coast of Japan. 

“Tomb Raider” is directed by Roar 
Uthaug with Oscar-winner Graham 
King producing under his GK Films 
banner. 

IANS
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University of Washington graduate 
student, Jinyuan Zhang, demonstrates 
how wearable sensors can track 
eye movement. (Credit Dennis R. 
WiseUniversity of Washington)

IANS

Scientists at Centrefor Cellular and Molecular Biology working to find solutions 
to different health problems 

New technology may help scale 
up memory storage capacity 

CCMB working to make personalised medicine a reality 

Two astronauts to take long spacewalk today

Milky Way’s neighbouring 
galaxy is of same size, not bigger

IBM, skill development ministry 
launch ‘New Collar’ curriculum at ITIs

New Delhi, Feb. 13 (India 
Science Wire): Silicon-
based memory devices 
such as hard drives and 
flash drives are in high 
demand for gadgets that 
require storage. Conven-
tional semiconductor 
material-based memory 
devices have limited scale-
up ability to increase their 
storage capacity.  Hence, 
there is a quest in devel-
oping new memory tech-
nologies with superior 
characteristics. In this di-
rection, a group of Indian 
researchers has developed 
a new type of resistive 
random access memory 
(RRAM) device that can be 
controlled with magnetic 
fields. 

Researchers at Indian 

Institute of Technology 
Hyderabad have demon-
strated the control of 
resistive switching char-
acteristics of titanium 
dioxide- based resistive 
random access memory 
device with magnetic field. 
The team has designed a 
memory device which is 
made up of silver,titanium 
dioxide and fluorine 
doped Tin oxide (FTO). 

Nonvolatile memo-
ry devices such as flash 
memory and magnetic 
random access memory 
(MRAM) are key compo-
nents in many techno-
logical devices like hard 
drives on a computer and 
memory cards in a phone. 
Non-volatile memory is 
typically used for storing 

information that would be 
retained even after pow-
er is switched off.Ideally, 
a good memory device 
should be able to oper-
ate with high speed, low 
power consumption and 
must possess high density.

Study suggests that the 
data transport properties 
(resistive switching behav-
ior)in currently available 
RRAM based deviceare 
mainly controlled by volt-
age. It would help if resis-
tance switching behavior 
can be controlled with 
magnetic field, light and 
temperature. Research-
ers say they are exploring 
magnetic fields because 
that would give an oppor-
tunity to control transport 
in a remote way.

According to research-
ers, RRAM devices were 
fabricated on FTO sub-
strate to study the resis-
tive switching behavior 
in newly designed device. 
To build this newdevice, 
titanium dioxide paste was 
used to prepare a thin film 
on FTO substrate which 
was followed by heating of 
film at very high tempera-
ture (400 degree C).“We 
used silver as top electrode 
for good conduction as 
well as itsanti-oxidation 
property where as fluorine 
doped tin oxide was used 
as bottom electrode,” said 
researchers.

“As present memo-
ry technologies are ap-
proaching their scaling 
limits, we need intensive 

research to develop non-
volatile memory technolo-
gies. Among various NVM 
technologies, resistive 
random access memory 
(RRAM) also has attracted 
a great deal of scientific 
and technological interest 
owing to its easy fabri-
cation, high density, and 
promising performance,” 
said Dr. S. N. Jammalama-
daka, who did the study 
along with Dwipak Prasad 
Sahu.

This finding may be 
helpful in futureRRAM 
based storage devices 
which could be operated 
with magnetic fields.

(The study was recently 
published in journal 

Scientific Reports.) 

Hyderabad, Feb. 15 (India Sci-
ence Wire): One size does not 
fit all. This applies to medicine, 
as much as for garments. Some 
medicines might work on some 
but not on others. The key to 
unravel this secret lies in the 
uniqueness of cells of each 
one of us. However,unlike gar-
ments, the consequences can 
be quite serious when we do 
not respond favorably to the 
drugs. Could we then have a 
test run of the drug on a body 
double and pick only the ones 
that work for ourselves? 

Recent developments in life 
science research have led to a 
novel solution for this problem. 
Scientists can now convert 
ordinary cells extracted from 
a patient’s body into what are 
called pluripotent stem cells 
and use these to develop a 
variety of organoids –multiple 
miniaturized and simplified 
versions ofbody organs. These 
can then be used to screen a 

variety of drugs for the ailment 
a person is suffering from and 
identify those that are best 
suited for him or her. 

The Hyderabad-based Cen-
tre for Cellular and Molecular 
Biology (CCMB), a part of the 
Council of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research (CSIR), is in the 
process of setting up a facility 
to take the benefit of this new 
technology to common people. 

Noting that several other 
new technologies have also 
come up in recent years that 
could help make personalised 
medicine a reality, the Direc-
tor of the institute, Dr. Rakesh 
K.Mishra, said steps were un-
derway to put them too into 
use. 

For instance, it is now pos-
sible to make cells produce bio-
active products like insulin and 
deliver them to patients who do 
not produce enough of them in 
the form of patches. “The tech-
nologies are available. We just 

need to put them in place after 
obtaining appropriate approv-
als. Lots of activities are hap-
pening on this front”, he said. 

CCMB, he said, is looking to 
engage with clinicians and the 
industry in a big way, with them 
participating right from the 
beginning stages of research. 

“We want them to invest 
and be a partner in developing 
technologies. This will help ac-
celerate research in industrial 
context. We will also gain a lot 
from their expertise in market-
ing and production,’’ Dr Mishra 
said.  In this regard, he recalled 
how Shanta Biotech, one of 
the first major biotechnology 
companies in India had begun 
its journey from CCMB. 

The Institute focuses both 
on contributing intellectually 
as well as in terms of develop-
ing industry ready manpower. 
“We interact with the industry, 
find out what kind of manpow-
er they require so as to design 

appropriate short term courses 
of one, two and six month du-
ration. In this programme, we 
focus on producing properly 
qualified technicians, technical 
officers and other manpower 
required by industries engaged 
in biology-related activities,” 
he said.

The research institute has 
recently started a programme 
to expose students in medical 
colleges in Telangana on various 
aspects of medical research. The 
aim of the program is to foster 
collaborations between scien-
tists and medical professionals 
in medical research.

Washington, Feb. 15 (IANS): Two 
astronauts will venture outside the 
International Space Station (ISS) on 
Friday for a planned six-and-a-half 
hour spacewalk, NASA has said.

Mark Vande Hei of NASA and Nor-
ishige Kanai of the Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency are scheduled to 
begin the spacewalk at 7.10 a.m. to 
move components for the station’s 
robotic system into long-term stor-
age, the US space agency said on 
Wednesday.

The spacewalk will be the 208th in 
support of space station assembly and 
maintenance and the third in 2018. 

The two spacewalkers will move a 
Latching End Effector (LEE), or hand, 
for the Canadian-built robotic arm, 
Canadarm2, from a payload attach-
ment on the station’s Mobile Base Sys-
tem rail car to the Quest airlock. 

This LEE was replaced during an 
Expedition 53 spacewalk in October 
2017, and will be returned to Earth to 
be refurbished and relaunched to the 
orbiting laboratory as a spare.

They also will move an aging, but 
functional, LEE that was detached 
from the arm during a January 23 
spacewalk and move it from its tem-
porary storage outside the airlock to a 
long-term storage location. 

That LEE will be available as a spare 
part on the Mobile Base System, which 
is used to move the arm and astronauts 
along the station’s truss structure.

The spacewalk originally was 
scheduled for January 29, but was 
postponed when a new LEE, installed 
during the spacewalk, encountered 
startup issues. 

Those issues were later resolved 
through software updates written by 
Canadian Space Agency robotics spe-
cialists. 

The spacewalk was rescheduled 
again to accommodate the February 
15 docking of the Russian Progress 
69 cargo spacecraft that launched on 
February 13, NASA said.

The 69P is due to complete its deliv-
ery when it docks on Thursday at 5.43 
a.m. EST (4.13 p.m. India time).

Sydney, Feb. 15 (IANS): In what could 
put a galactic arms race to rest, astrono-
mers have discovered that our nearest 
big neighbour, the Andromeda galaxy, is 
roughly the same size as the Milky Way.

It had been thought that Andromeda 
was two to three times the size of the 
Milky Way, and that our own galaxy would 
ultimately be engulfed by our bigger 
neighbour. But the new study, published 
in the journal Monthly Notices of the 
Royal Astronomical Society, evens the 
score between the two galaxies.

It found the weight of the Andromeda 
is 800 billion times heavier than the Sun, 
on par with the Milky Way. The research 
suggests scientists previously overesti-
mated the amount of dark matter in the 
Andromeda galaxy.

“We had thought there was one big-
gest galaxy and our own Milky Way was 
slightly smaller but that scenario has now 
completely changed,” said Prajwal Kafle 
from the University of Western Australia.

“By examining the orbits of high 
speed stars, we discovered that this galaxy 

has far less dark matter than previously 
thought, and only a third of that uncov-
ered in previous observations,” he said 

The study used a new technique to 
measure the speed required to escape a 
galaxy.

“When a rocket is launched into 
space, it is thrown out with a speed of 11 
km per second to overcome the Earth’s 
gravitational pull,” he said.

“Our home galaxy, the Milky Way, is 
over a trillion times heavier than our tiny 
planet Earth so to escape its gravitational 
pull we have to launch with a speed of 
550km/s,” Kafle said. 

“We used this technique to tie down 
the mass of Andromeda,” he added.

The Milky Way and Andromeda are 
two giant spiral galaxies in our local 
Universe, and light takes a cosmologi-
cally tiny two million years to get between 
them. With Andromeda no longer con-
sidered the Milky Way’s big brother, new 
simulations are needed to find out what 
will happen when the two galaxies even-
tually collide, suggests the study.

New Delhi, Feb. 15 (IANS): 
Technology giant IBM on 
Thursday launched a first-
of-its kind “New Collar” cur-
riculum in partnership with 
the Ministry of Skill Develop-
ment and Entrepreneurship 
(MSDE) to build the next 
generation skills needed for 
“New Collar” careers.

The two-year Advanced 
Technical Diploma Pro-
gramme will be offered at the 
Industrial Training Institutes 
(ITIs) across the country. 

To begin with, the course 
would be available at ITIs in 
Hyderabad and Bengaluru 
and one women’s-only ITI in 
Noida, Uttar Pradesh. 

“Technology continues 
to be a key transformational 
lever not just for India but for 
countries across the world. 
Our collaboration with MSDE 
reiterates IBM’s commitment 

to up-skilling India in this era 
of digital inclusion,” Chaitan-
ya Sreenivas, Vice-President 
and HR Head, IBM India Pvt 
Ltd, said in a statement.

The programme will 
include industry-relevant 
courses on hardware main-
tenance, web development, 
Cloud-based development 
and deployment, analytics 
and soft skills training and 
students can seek admission 
post Class 12. 

“This MoU signing with 
IBM is another step in the 
technical upliftment of al-
ready existing courses in the 
Skill India mission,” said An-
anth Kumar Hegde, the Skill 
Development and Entrepre-
neurship Minister.

After the successful com-
pletion of the course, students 
will be offered a five-month 
paid internship at IBM.

This wearable sensor can track your eye movement Amazon now world’s third-
most valuable companyNew York, Feb. 15 (IANS): Using 

cheap toilet tissue, scientists 
have developed a novel dispos-
able band aid-sized wearable 
sensor that can detect a pulse, 
a blink of an eye and other hu-
man movements.

The sensor is light, flexible 
and inexpensive, with potential 
applications in healthcare and 
robotics.

Researchers, in the journal 
Advanced Materials Technolo-
gies, showed that by tearing a 
tissue paper that is loaded with 
nanocomposites and breaking 
its fibres, the paper acts as a 
sensor. 

It can detect a heartbeat, 
finger force, finger movement, 
eyeball movement and more, 
said Jae-Hyun Chung, Associ-
ate Professor at the University 
of Washington.

“The major innovation is 
a disposable wearable sensor 
made with cheap tissue paper. 

When we break the specimen, 
it will work as a sensor,” Chung 
said. 

These small, band aid-sized 
sensors could have a variety of 
applications such as monitor-
ing a person’s gait, the move-
ment of their eyes, and to in-
spect brain function or a game 
player’s actions.

The sensor could also track 
how a special-needs child 
walks in a home test, as well 
as in occupational therapy for 
seniors.

“They can use these sensors 
and after one-time use, they 
can be thrown away,” Chung 
noted.

For the research, the team 
used conventional paper 
towels, then doused them 
with carbon nanotube-laced 
water.

Carbon nanotubes are tiny 
materials that create electrical 
conductivity. Each piece of tis-

sue paper has both horizontal 
and vertical fibres, so when the 
paper is torn, the direction of 
the tear informs the sensor of 
what has happened.

To trace eye movement, 
they are attached to a person’s 
reading glasses.

For now, the work has been 
contained to a laboratory, and 
researchers are hoping to find a 
suitable commercial use.

San Francisco, Feb. 15 (IANS): With a market 
cap of $702.5 billion, Amazon has become the 
third most valuable company in the world, rac-
ing past Microsoft, which has a market cap of 
$699.2 billion. According to a report in The New 
York Post, Amazon stock surged 2.6 per cent on 
Wednesday, taking the company’s market cap 
ahead of Microsoft for the first time.

Apple tops the list with $849.2 billion mar-
ket cap, followed by Google’s parent company 
Alphabet at $745.1 billion.

With $521.5 billion market cap, Facebook is 
at the fifth spot.

Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos is now the world’s 
richest man, not just at present, but of all time.

Both Bloomberg and Forbes have put Bezos 
on top of their billionaire lists. Bloomberg said 
Bezos’ net worth reached $106 billion while 
Forbes put it at $105 billion, Xinhua news 
agency reported.

The previous record was held by Microsoft 
founder Bill Gates with $100 billion in 1999.

The majority of Bezos’ net worth comes 
from the 78.9 million shares of Amazon stock 
he owns.

MIRROR CROSSWORD 1736SUD0KU 1576
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank 
spaces so that each row, column and 3x3 box 
contains the numbers 1 to 9.

SOLUTIONS TO CROSSWORD 1735

ACROSS
1. Forgetfulness
6. Indonesian for “Taste”
10. Gifts to the poor
14. Sea
15. Annoys
16. Sand and clay
17. Piece of broken pottery or 

glass
18. Roman numeral for 8
19. Monster
20. Repaired by fusible alloys
22. Assault
24. Monetary unit of Thailand
25. Used as a solvent or rocket 

fuel
26. Wages
29. Threesome
30. Norse for “Ruler of all”
31. Insufficiency
37. 7 day periods
39. Lennon’s widow
40. Biblical cut-rock pool near 

Jerusalem
41. Sickeningly
44. Seize upon or latch onto 

(slang)
45. Not one
46. Colorless gas used as a fuel or 

refrigerant
48. Motor vehicle shelter
52. Buffoon
53. Shuns
54. “Teen-Proofing” author John 

K ________
58. Boat
59. Deep protective ditch
61. Wireless
62. Musical note
63. Queen Elizabeth’s daughter
64. Upright or vertical
65. Greek god of love
66. Meshes
67. Writing tables

DOWN
1. Defeat
2. Sound reflection
3. Small river duck

4. Not paperbacks
5. Inspire affection
6. Metal bolt or pin
7. Dry
8. Gliding over snow
9. Pertaining to the largest 

continent
10. Fish genus
11. Highest peak in Canada, 

Mount _____
12. Tenor _____ Lanza 

13. Detect odors
21. Prince Edward’s fiancee: 

Sophie ____-Jones
23. Footwear
25. Actor _____ Flynn
26. Stitched
27. Region
28. Place or stead
29. Silverweed or ragwort
32. A room for legal hearings
33. Bad dream
34. Singer ____ Fitzgerald
35. Within a short time
36. Identical
38. Spanish for “Mister” 

42. Rower
43. Shrubs of the genus Taxus
47. Arranged in levels
48. Hindu hereditary classes
49. Abominate
50. As a prefix, indicates nasal
51. Pontiffs
52. Bags or burdens
54. Tirade
55. Lengthy lyrical poems
56. Shallow notch or cut
57. Tiny round marks
60. First number
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Ronaldo propels 
Madrid to win in 
superclub tie 

Kezhaseluo-o is Angami wrestling champion

Sadio Mane hat-trick inspires 
Liverpool rout of Porto

Ruthless India aim for 5-1 
finish against S Africa in 6th ODI 

Porto's Yacine Brahimi, left, fights for the ball with Liverpool's Jordan Henderson and 
Trent Alexander-Arnold, right, during the Champions League round of sixteen first 
leg soccer match between FC Porto and Liverpool FC at the Dragao stadium in Porto, 
Portugal, Wednesday, Feb. 14, 2018.

AP/PTI

The new Angami wrestling champ Kezhaseluo-o Pienyü kneels down in prayer after 
winning the final match at Kohima local ground on Feb. 15.

EM Images

Real Madrid's Cristiano Ronaldo celebrates his side's 2nd goal during the Champions League soccer 
match, round of 16, 1st leg between Real Madrid and Paris Saint Germain at the Santiago Bernabeu 
stadium in Madrid, Spain, Wednesday, Feb. 14, 2018.

AP
/P

TI

Madrid, Feb. 15 (IANS): Real Madrid 
overcame an early deficit and then 
scored two late goals in a 3-1 victory 
over Paris Saint-Germain (PSG) in 
the Champions League (CL) round-
of-16 action, a win that keeps the 
Blancos on track for a third straight 

title.
This marquee match-up of two 

of football's most star-studded and 
financially flush clubs began in frenetic 

fashion at Santiago Bernabeu Sta-
dium here on Wednesday night, 

with Real Madrid forcing PSG 
out of its comfort zone 

and also applying some 
early pressure on vis-

iting net minder 
Alphonse Areola.

The Blancos 
later had the first 
golden scoring 

opportunity of 
the match be-
fore the half-
hour mark, 
launching 
a  r a p i d 
counter-
attack in 
w h i c h 
s t a r 
striker 
C r i s -
t i a n o 
Ronaldo 

received a 
cross-field 

p a s s  f r o m 
Marcelo but failed 

to covert when his shot 
ricocheted off the PSG goal-

keeper's face.
Shortly afterward, the visitors struck 

first on a play set up by a run down the 
right side by Kylian Mbappe.

The Frenchman sent in a cross that 
Edinson Cavani let through before Ney-
mar back-heeled the ball to the un-
marked Adrien Rabiot, who fired a right-
footed shot past Madrid goalie Keylor 
Navas.

The goal was a jarring blow for a Real 

Madrid side that has already been elimi-
nated from the Copa del Rey and trails 
arch-rival FC Barcelona by a whopping 
17 points in La Liga.

With their entire season riding on the 
Champions League, the Blancos needed 
to respond quickly yet nearly found 
themselves down 0-2 when Casemiro was 
forced to lunge to deflect away a close-
range shot by Cavani that was headed for 
the bottom right corner of the goal.

Real Madrid picked up their intensity 
offensively, yet PSG still looked like they 
would head to the intermission with the 
lead when Areola made a remarkable 
save to deny Karim Benzema. 

But on the ensuing corner kick, 
Giovani Lo Celso was called for a penalty 
on Toni Kroos. Ronaldo then equalised 
when he did the honours from the 12-
yard mark in the 45th minute.

When play resumed, PSG had a cou-
ple of clear chances that were turned 
away by Navas and star defender Sergio 
Ramos.

But the key turning point came in 
the 79th minute when Real Madrid head 
coach Zinedine Zidane sent in 
Lucas Vazquez and Marco 
Asensio in a bid to give his 
team new life. The move 
proved to be stroke of ge-
nius as Asensio proved to 
be the main creator for Real 
Madrid down the stretch.

First he fired in a 
pair of threaten-
ing crosses in the 
83rd minute, the 
second of which led 
to a goal by Ronaldo -- his 
101st in the Champions League for Real 
Madrid -- after the ball was tipped by 
Areola.

The Spanish midfielder then orches-
trated a third goal with yet another cross 
that set up Marcelo for a score in the 86th 
minute.

The win was perhaps the biggest of 
the season for the Blancos and leaves 
them in excellent shape heading into the 
second leg, which PSG will host on March 
6 at Parc des Princes Stadium. 

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Feb 15. (EMN): Debutant and 
heavyweight wrestler Kezhaseluo-o Pi-
enyü of Kohima village emerged as the 
champion at the 46th wrestling meet of 
the Angami Sports Association (ASA) held 
at Kohima local ground on Feb. 15.

19 year-old Pienyü, who represented 
Northern Angami Sports Association 
(NASA), clinched the title following his 
victory against fellow NASA wrestler Ke-
zhavizo Thevo of Chedema village in the 
final.

Standing at 6 feet 3 inches and weigh-
ing 115 kg, the new champ won the final 
match without much trouble as he man-
aged to pull down his opponent in straight 
bouts. Kezhaseluo-o, who also stood third 
at the NASA wrestling meet, is the son of 
late Thepfusanyü Pienyü.

On his way to lift the title, Pienyü 
defeated Western Angami wrestler Ro-
vilhoulie Pier in the semifinals, while 
he overcame another NASA wrestler 
Kekhriengulie Whuorie in the quarters.

As for runner-up Kezhavizo, son of 
Keneile-o Thevo, he had a tough semifinal 

Porto (Portugal), Feb. 15 (IANS): 
Sadio Mane's hat-trick powered Liv-
erpool to a 5-0 win over Porto in the 
first leg of their Champions League 
round of 16 tie, leaving the home 
side with no option but to hope for a 
miracle when they travel to England 
for the return fixture.

Porto, with two Champions 
League trophies on the shelf, domi-
nated for the first 15 minutes of the 
contest at Estadio do Dragão on 

Wednesday and came close to 
scoring in the ninth minute on 
an Otavio strike that deflected 

off a defender before grazing 
the cross-bar, reports Efe. But the 

five-time Champions League win-
ners from Merseyside grew more 

confident as the minutes 
passed.

The breakthrough 
came in the 25th minute 

as Georginio Wijnaldum 
found Sane open on the left side and 
the Senegal international slipped the 
ball under Porto goalkeeper Jose Sa to 
put the Reds up 1-0.

The demoralised hosts conceded 
a second goal just four minutes later, 
when Mo Salah pounced on a loose 
ball and shook off a defender before 
beating Sa for his 30th goal of the 
season in all competitions.

Tiquinho Soares' effort to pull one 
back for Porto in the dying seconds of 
the first half went just wide.

Eight minutes into the second 
period, Salah charged down the right 
side and left the ball for Roberto 

Firmino, who got off a quick shot. 
While Sa made the initial save, Mane 
was there to knock in the rebound to 
make it 3-0.

Liverpool, with bitter memories 
of dropping points in matches where 
they had big leads, kept their feet 
firmly on the accelerator. James Mil-
ner exploited a giveaway by Porto's 
Jesus Corona in the 70th minute to 
deliver a cross to Firmino, who in-
creased the Reds' advantage to 4-0.

Mane completed the hat trick 
with a goal in the 86th minute to put 
the exclamation point on a victory 
that all but guarantees Liverpool a 
berth in the quarter-finals.
Klopp praises 'fantastic' Mane
Liverpool Football Club head coach 
Jurgen Klopp heaped praise on his 
Senegalese winger Sadio Mane for his 
prolific performance against Porto in 
the first leg of the Champions League 
Round-of-16 fixture.

Mane scored a hat-trick to help 
his side thrash home club Porto 5-0 
and take a healthy aggregate lead 
before heading to the second leg at 
the Anifield. 

"Tonight he (Sadio Mane) showed 
again what a fantastic player he is. He 
was always important, he was always 
fantastic for us, even in his not-that-
good moments," Klopp was quoted 
as saying by Sky Sports on Wednes-
day.  "That's a real quality if you are 
not 100 per cent and still scoring, 
maybe not that often but involved in 
goals then that's really important," 
the German tactician added.

India retains 102nd 

spot; Germany tops 
latest FIFA rankings
Zurich, Feb. 15 (IANS): The 
India football team remained 
stagnant at the 102nd spot 
in the latest FIFA rankings re-
leased on Thursday while 2014 
World Cup Champions Germa-
ny continued to maintain their 
top position.

The Sunil Chhetri-led side, 
who were deprived of any in-
ternational fixture throughout 
the previous month, retained 
their spot with 333 points while 
the Joachim Löw-managed Ger-
many stayed on top with 1602 
ratings. 

Meanwhile, the 2018 FIFA 
World Cup-bound Iceland have 

climbed to an 
a l l - t i m e 
high po-
s i t i o n 
of 18 in 
the  lat-

est World 
Rankings. 

Centurion, Feb. 15 (IANS): Following 
a historic series victory on South Af-
rican soil, India will aim to continue 
their dominance to finish with a 5-1 
record against the Proteas in the 
sixth One-Day International (ODI) at 
the SuperSport Park here on Friday.

The visitors who have already 
pocketed the series 4-1 will be in a 
search to finish off the series on a 
positive note. India, courtesy of their 
triumphant run, also clinched the 
top spot in ODI rankings for the third 
time in six months.

A depleted South Africa, who 
were forced to re-work on their team 
throughout the series, will however 
aim to salvage some pride from the 
final encounter. 

The formidable Indian side will 

look to continue playing in a ruth-
less manner led by their flamboyant 
skipper Virat Kohli -- who has been 
in solid touch throughout the series. 

Openers Shikhar Dhawan and 
Rohit Sharma along side Hardik Pan-
dya and Mahendra Singh Dhoni in 
the middle-order will only add depth 
to the hosts batting line-up. 

Meanwhile, batsman Ajinkya Ra-
hane who has failed to get big scores 
in the series will look to get amongst 
the runs. Kohli might also fancy play-
ing his bench-strength in the dead 
rubber consisting of handy batsmen 
Dinesh Karthik, Manish Pandey and 
Kedar Jadhav. 

The bowling department for the 
visitors will continue to be spear-
headed by pacers Jasprit Bumrah 

and Mohammed Shami. 
However, the wrist spinning duo 

of Kuldeep Yadav and Yuzvendra 
Chahal who have been nearly un-
playable for the South African side 
throughout the series will again 
look to be the key wicket takers for 
India. 

South Africa will look to come 
out in all-out attack fashion with 
nothing to lose. Batsmen Hashim 
Amla, Jean-Paul Duminy, AB de Vil-
liers and David Miller will be the key 
in the batting department. 

While the bowling will largely 
depend on pacers Kagiso Rabada 
and Lungisani Ngidi who will be vital 
to pick up crucial scalps at regular 
intervals to keep India on the back 
foot. 

match against Western Angami 
champion Mhasilhousie Nagi, 
while he cruised into the round of 
last four with his victory against 
Vizakietuo Suohu in the quarters.

The third place was bagged 
by Mhasilhousie, son of Neisako 
Nagi of Jotsoma village, while Ro-
vilhoulie, son of Megokholie Pier 
of Khonoma village was placed 
fourth. Though the prizes will be 
given away only during closing 
function on Feb 16, it was informed 
that the champion will fetch a cash 
award of INR 1,50,000 along with 
title belt, while the second, third 
and fourth position winners will 
receive INR 100,000, 70,000 and 
50,000 respectively.

All the quarterfinalists includ-
ing Vizakietuo Suohu (NASA), 
Neithongulie Kuotsu (SASA), 
Seyiekhrietuo Yiese (NASA) and 
Kekhriengulie Whuorie (NASA) will 
also be given INR 10,000 each.

The other wrestlers who quali-
fied for the individual round were 

Vitsoto Vitsu (SASA), Menuosetuo 
Yiese (NASA), Visevo Zashümo 
(SASA), Seketoukho Nipu (WASA) 
and Seyiejalie Gwirie (WASA).

All the selected wrestlers would 
represent ASA at the forthcoming 
Nagaland Wrestling Association 
wrestling meet scheduled from 
March 14 - 15, 2018. However, it 
was informed that the selection 
list would be made known only on 
Feb 16.

Earlier on the day, the inaugural 
function was graced by Keneil-
houlie Keditsu, former president of 
Nagaland Wrestling Association as 
the chief guest.

On day-two, there will be com-
petitions for freestyle wrestling 
with Dr. Kepelhousie Terhüja, 
president of Angami Public Or-
ganisation as the guest of honour.

It may be mentioned that a 
total of 72 wrestlers representing 
the four constituent units of ASA 
(SASA, NASA, WASA, and CSA) took 
part in the wrestling tournament.


